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Looking at hundreds of tattoos every 
day for years on end is both the best 
and worst of this job. Probably like 
working in a chocolate factory, after 

the first few months of stuffing all you can 
into your mouth, you reach a state of grace 
with it and it becomes work. Great work but 
still work.

Over the years, I’ve been o�ered more tat-
toos than I care to mention—it would have 
been easy to say yes to all of them (and I 
would have long ago run out of interest using 
those rules) but that’s not how I work at all. 
For somebody who only owns twelve things, 
I try to treat all the ‘inanimate’ objects in my 
life in the same way: figure out what’s impor-
tant to you and leave the rest behind.

The same mindset goes for my tattoos. 
With one exception which I must own as a 
bad decision, everything I carry on board, 
I have wanted. Not wanted like a pair of 
shoes in a whimsical sale, but really want-
ed… like a £500 pair of boots that are still 
capable of taking me around the world in 
ten years when all other inferior sale shoes 
are rotting in a landfill hole with other ill-
thought out items.

It’s been almost a year since I last got tat-
tooed—I’m in no rush, I have my whole life 
to enjoy this process—and I wasn’t actively 
looking to get tattooed again, but over a 
weekend at a show last year, I met an artist 
whose work I loved (in my heart as opposed 
to professionally) and it was still calling to 
me as the weeks turned into months.

We spoke a little more, I handed over my 
idea—which is the same idea as it always 
is—and today, a sketch landed in my inbox 
and I got excited about getting tattooed all 
over again.

Which made me question why it is, in a 
world of transient, disposable crap, a tattoo 
can still hold as much magic nearly 30 years 
after you got your first—and maybe that 
question itself is the answer.

Not once did I ever think it wasn’t magic, 
but you can get used to the magic in the way 
you would working backstage at a Kiss show 

S A T U R D A Y  N I G H T 
&  S U N D A Y  M O R N I N G

for years on end. Fact is, the sketch took me 
by surprise. It exceeded my expectation of 
what was to come and I’ve been behaving 
like a small child who rummaged under the 
bed and discovered what he was getting for 
Christmas.

By the time you have this page in your 
hands, the work will be done and I will be 
the sole owner of the magic. No photos will 
exist. No TV cameras or panel of judges are 
necessary to validate it. I probably won’t ever 
talk about it again… but today, I figured it was 
important to let you know that I feel exactly 
the same way about my ink that you do about 
yours and I hope it never changes. �

IN A WORLD OF TRANSIENT, DISPOSABLE 
CRAP HOW IS A TATTOO ABLE TO HOLD AS 
MUCH MAGIC NEARLY 30 YEARS AFTER 
YOU GOT YOUR FIRST?

MAGIC CARPET RIDE

SION SMITH • EDITOR
editor@skindeep.co.uk

 mrsionsmith

 @skindeep_uk
 skindeepmag

Casi Worrall
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That old rogue Dan Gold has been busy creating some genius goodies of 
late. Take a look at his new range in conjunction with UK furniture makers 
Wish Interiors. With its edgy graphics and designs unlike anything out 
there on the market today, it’s quite the scene stealer. Handmade in 
the UK, the Union Skull chair is the first product in the Dan Gold Range 
and comes with luxury printed velvet upholstery with Dan Gold custom 
artwork, snakeskin detailing, hand-carved wood framework and silver 
hand studding. This new range of statement furniture and furnishings 
incorporates Dan Gold's edgy street artwork mixed with high quality luxury 
upholstery designs from Wish Interiors, all hand made in the UK by true 
British craftsmen.

To find out more, head over to Dan’s place at monstersofart.com or 
head over to Wish at wishinteriors.com to view their full range. 
One thing is for sure… your living room will never be the same again.

ALL SUBMISSIONS TO SLEEVE NOTES GRATEFULLY RECEIVED. BE IT NEWS, AN EVENT, NEW MERCH, A STUDIO MOVE... WE'LL DO OUR VERY 
BEST TO LET EVERYBODY ELSE KNOW ABOUT IT TOO. EMAIL: NEWS@SKINDEEP.CO.UK OR IF YOU WANT TO BE ARCHAIC ABOUT THE WHOLE 
AFFAIR: SKIN DEEP, THE OLD SCHOOL, HIGHER KINNERTON, CHESTER CH4 9AJ. BRING IT.

www.facebook.com/tattoomagazinetwitter.com/skindeepmag

SLEEVE NOTES
SPONSORED BY

SIT BACK, RELAX…
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29 January 2017
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S H I RT  H A P P E N S
This issue we have all these items to give away to one 
lucky reader in a ‘winner takes all’ kind of affair. These 
long sleeve designs are limited editions with only 50 
of each on the face of the planet and we think they’re 
as cool as the breeze.

If you fancy your chances, head over to skindeep.
co.uk/competitions and fill in your details with the 
competition answer of MOONCHILD. We’ll take care of 
the rest for you! Meanwhile, you should spend some 
time checking out their full range of designs right 
here: crmc-clothing.co.uk

As mentioned previously in these 
pages, Michael Rose has built a large 
classroom to the rear of his new studio 
where he'll be holding art classes and 
seminars throughout 2017. The class 
room is fully air conditioned and holds 
12-14 students comfortably seated at 
tables. The space however is not only for 
his own use but is open to any artists who 
wish to hold seminars - or similar.

If you’re interested in hosting your 
own class—for pretty much anything 
constructively art related—drop the man 
a line at mroseart@hotmail.co.uk or hit 
www.michaelrosearts.com

MICHAEL ROSE
STUDIO SPACE
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For those who know, Filip Leu has been drawing for a life-
time. Originally with the dream of becoming a comic art-
ist, his dedication in wanting to learn, progress and move 
forward -  has never burnt out. Over the last two decades, 
he has mastered a style of surrealist psychedelic painting 
outside of tattooing. He continues to have an extremely 
magical view of comic-inspired illustration, which is how 

this compilation of Dragon Claws evolved (not to men-
tion keeping himself occupied whilst quitting smoking!).

The book is available here: http://checker-demon-
press.org - which happens to be the publishing arm of 
Luke Atkinson. Handily, you’ll also find a very cool inter-
view with that man elsewhere in these very pages. 

A wise addition to any collectors library.

SLEEVE NOTES

DRAGON CLAWS: 
THE BOOK
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T A T T O O  O F  T H E  M O N T H

by
Marco C. Matarese

This is extremely fresh ink. Only yesterday, I was at the 
Florence Tattoo Convention working as a judge when this 
back-piece came up on stage and smacked me around 
the face a few times before making off with a first prize 
in the ‘Other Styles’ category.

This really kicked me in the balls.
The attention to detail is incredible. Close-up, there’s 

not a single feather on those wings that’s not had as much 
attention lavished on it as all of the other feathers. Sure, 
if we have met, you’ll already know of my fascination 
with these birds, but that’s a very small part of what made 
this sing for me. The cross-hatching is so immaculate, 

Gustave Doré would be taking notes. It has action, tells a 
story, has great placement and composition, was so clean 
you could have eaten your dinner o� it and what made it 
even better was that both artist and client knew how good 
it was. Not in an ego-trip kind of way… they were just en-
joying being in the moment with a great tattoo.

I don’t need to say anything else—it’s all here for you to see 
why it’s on this page. Simply wonderful from start to finish.

My favourite tattoo of the year without a shadow of doubt.

marcocmatarese.com
 marcocmatarese
 marcocmatarese.tumblr.com
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SLEEVE NOTES

THE ART OF CLAY

INTRODUCE YOURSELF PLEASE AND TELL US WHAT YOU DO.
My name is Janie Mason and I'm a tattooist from Clayton, Bradford (The Ink Em-
porium) originally from the Isle of Bute in Scotland.

THESE ARE ONE OFF SCULPTS RIGHT? NO PRODUCTION LINE. JUST GOOD OLD 
FASHIONED HAND CRAFTED SCULPTURES AND THEN YOU MOVE ON TO THE NEXT.
Yes, they're all one o�s, apart from the ones that I have had cast as limited edition 
runs. I do them as a hobby when I'm not drawing or tattooing. If I've not got a pile of 
artwork to do, I'll sit down on a Sunday morning and start on a head, usually getting 
most of it done by Monday night. Then the next weekend, I'll finish it (it has to be 
split in two, hollowed out and reassembled so it can be fired) then it dries for a few 
weeks before I fire it in a kiln in my conservatory.

THESE IMAGES WE SEE BEFORE US… ARE THEY COMMISSIONS OR JUST BECAUSE 
YOU FELT LIKE MAKING THEM?
No, none are commissions, I just squidge the clay about until an idea forms! Some-
times someone will suggest a theme and that'll inspire me, or I'll see something or a 
particularly interesting face that sparks o� an idea.

LET’S GET TECHNICAL FOR A MOMENT. SOME OF THESE APPEAR TO BE CLAY AND 
OTHERS APPEAR TO BE MADE FROM A RESIN MATERIAL. IS THERE ALSO SOME 
BRONZING IN THERE? IS THAT ABOUT RIGHT? DID I MISS ANYTHING?
They're all made in terracotta or earthenware and fired in a kiln but the ones I've 
had cast like the octopus head, weren't fired. The mould was taken from the leather 
hard clay and the original was lost in the process, which is always a bit nerve-wrack-

 Ink Emporium Tattoo 
theinkemporiumtattoo@hotmail.com 
Bagwash54@gmail.com

 AuntyBagwash / The Ink Emporium.
Tel: 07758485075
Studio: 01274 883020

Who can help but fall in love with a sculpture of a hare? Upon further investigation 
of this chance encounter, we found much to talk about. Let’s find out some more:
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ing but I have a very good mould-maker! The 
castings are made of resin with powdered 
bronze added to give then a metallic finish 
which is heavy and cold to the touch. Casting 
them in pure bronze would be prohibitively 
expensive! I have also dabbled with Plastil-
line which is a sculptor's plasticine (the four 
eared rabbit was made of that before it was 
cast) but I find it a bit slow and sticky and 
easily damaged. I'm much happier working 
faster in clay. For some shapes though, that 
need an armature or frame, Plastilline is the 
only way.

DO YOU HAVE A PRO-BACKGROUND IN 
SCULPTURE OR DID YOU DIG YOUR OWN PATH 
WITH IT? I GUESS YOU MUST HAVE SOME 
KIND OF TRAINING… YOU MAKE IT LOOK EASY. 
No, I've no training, I've always been arty 
though. Both my parents were silversmith/
designers but I grew up craving a steady job 
because I knew just how hard it is to make 
a living from arts and crafts! It was only af-
ter a succession of mainstream jobs and 
both my parents passing away that I gave 
the ‘living for your art’ thing a proper whirl. 
I got an apprenticeship tattooing in Brad-
ford then moved on to working on my own. 
I started sculpting after a conversation with 
a client who was a sculptor. I'd always made 
small models and things out of fimo or poly-
mer plastic but thought that big clay-work 
wouldn't be possible in a home environment. 
He said - ‘Nonsense! Get a kiln o� ebay and a 
bag of clay and crack on!’ So I did. That was 
about four years ago.

THAT BRONZE LOOKING HARE IS BEAUTIFUL. 
THERE’S SOMETHING ABOUT HARES THAT 
WORKS WITH SCULPTS. I THINK IT’S THEIR 
FLUID MOTION THAT ALLOWS FOR MORE 
FREEDOM THAN SAY, A BADGER, WHICH 
WOULD SIMPLY LOOK WRONG THROWING 
SOME ODD SHAPES. ACTUALLY, I COULD 
SAY THE SAME FOR THE OCTOPUS. SOME 
CREATURES JUST WORK… AGREEABLE?
Oh indeed. The octopus was a hoot to do! 
Well, a hoot/headache! I love to take an ani-
mal and bend things a bit, like extra ears on 

the hare, or the crow with horns. I know it's 
worked when people don't notice at first and 
just accept the animal or bird.

WHAT THE DEAL WITH THE STITCHED UP 
FIGURES? PART OF A SERIES? THEY’RE 
VERY COOL.
Ah, the stitched figures are a kind of in-joke. 
I used to draw a wee stitched up character, a 
kind of avatar, as a sort of play on my trade-
name of Bagwash, my late mother's "fond" 
epithet for me with regard to my habit of 
being a messy dresser. I have paintings and 
sketches of them round the studio and have 
even done a sleeveful of them on a client who 
was taken with them. They were an obvious 
choice for trying in 3D. I've not had them cast 
yet but if people like them I will in the future.

IT WOULD BE REMISS OF ME HERE NOT TO 
MENTION YOU ALSO HAVE A TATTOO STUDIO. 
DO THE TWO THINGS SIT WELL TOGETHER?
They do. The only problem being there’s not 
enough time in the day! I'm either tattoo-
ing at The Ink Emporium in Clayton with 
the other artist (Simon) or I'm drawing or 
sculpting. I see myself as an artist/sculptor 
who also tattoos. If a client has an idea then 
I can draw it or tattoo it or make a model of 
it in 3D, it's all the same to me. I have A.S 
though so over-focussing isn't a problem! �
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What do tattoo artists do when they’re not tattooing? In our new series, After Hours, 
Wayne Simmons talks to his favourite artists about the things they get up to when 

the studio lights go down. This month, he meets Gibbo, tattoo artist and rock climber

If you’re a regular face on 
the UK convention cir-
cuit, you’ll almost cer-
tainly have run into Gibbo. 

Based at Oddfellows in Leeds, 
the young tattooist has been 
making his mark up and down 
the country, scooping up awards 
for his definitive mix of neo trad 
and portraiture. And like pretty 
much everyone you meet on the 
con circuit, while Gibbo lives for 
his art, pouring all of his creative 
energy into making the best tattoos he possibly can, he 
still needs to get away from it all once in a while.

‘I started climbing a couple of years ago now and it’s 
become a really good escape from the work environment 
and a place to clear my head. As much as I love tattooing 
and love my job,’ he says, ‘sometimes you need time away 

to be able to put 100% back in.’ Climbing fast became 
a passion, Gibbo’s Instagram featuring almost as 

many pics of him hanging off a rock face or 
wall as it does tattoos, this being one of 

his absolute favourite things to do. 
Not to mention the additional 

exercise he now gets. 

‘Yeah, climbing keeps me in good 
shape,’ he laughs, ‘stops me get-
ting “tattooist’s gut” from sitting 
around all day tattooing.’  

Looking at the pics accompa-
nying this feature, you’ll be hard 
pushed to imagine Gibbo with tat-
tooist’s gut, the lad being as lean 
and mean as they come. And that’s 
going to help him when it comes 
to climbing, Gibbo’s particular 
form of the sport more about 
physical strength than stamina.

‘The climbing I do is called bouldering,’ he explains. 
‘With bouldering, generally the climb isn’t as high, the 
routes are typically short and it requires high strength 
as opposed to endurance. It doesn’t involve any gear like 
rope or harnesses, but there are crash mats underneath 
you.’ Gibbo mostly climbs indoors at his local climb-
ing centre, The Depot in Leeds, but if the weather 
is good he’ll head out with a group to the local 
crags and sometimes even further afield. I 
ask him about the di�erences between 
indoor and outdoor climbing. 
‘Technically it’s the same 
thing with a bit of 

 gibb0o    depotleeds
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added fear outdoors I guess,’ he tells me. ‘It wasn’t until 
I started climbing outside that I realised indoor climbing 
was more or less training for the real thing outdoors. You 
use the same techniques outdoor which you’d use indoor 
but I guess you’ve just got to take extra caution and keep 
your wits about you because it’s a little more dangerous.’

This is something I can relate to myself all too well. 
As a bit of an amateur rambler back in the day, I re-
member getting caught up on the Mourne mountains 

when the mist came down and it remains one of my 
most vivid memories as a kid. It was before the days of 
SatNav and mobile phones, of course, so we were left 
with only a map and compass to get us home. But as 
Gibbo will tell you, sometimes technology can let you 
down when you need it most.

‘This one time a friend and I visited a crag in Northum-
berland called Callerhues,’ he recalls. ‘The approach to 
the crag involves a walk which lasts around an hour–you 
park at a farmhouse and set o� with all your gear across 
the fields.’ They climbed the crag for several hours but, 
with it being winter, hadn’t bargained on the sun setting 

I STARTED CLIMBING A COUPLE 
OF YEARS AGO NOW AND 
IT’S BECOME A REALLY GOOD 
ESCAPE FROM THE WORK 
ENVIRONMENT AND A PLACE TO 
CLEAR MY HEAD
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so early leaving them stuck in the middle of nowhere in 
the dark. While they’d prepared meticulously for the day, 
packing their crash pads, chalk bags and enough food and 
fluids to last, torches weren’t part of the itinerary. And 
then, in true horror movie style, Gibbo’s phone died leav-
ing them without any sat nav. ‘The only guide we had back 
to the car were the blinking lights of the houses in the dis-
tance over the hills. We just hoped and prayed we were 
heading in the right direction and eventually found the 
car a couple of hours later.’

For anyone reading this whose sense of adventure has 
been sparked, Gibbo would heartily recommend giving 

climbing a try. He’d advise the route he took, starting at 
an indoor centre, such as the Depot in Leeds, and getting 
a feel for things there, rather than risking the crags. ‘Get-
ting lessons or at least some sort of induction from the 
sta� at a centre would be a good start,’ he explains. For 
Gibbo, it was perhaps a little easier as he knew people at 
the centre already and they were able to show him the ba-
sics. ‘It’s super hard at first,’ he admits, ‘and it never really 
becomes easy because there is always something more 
di�cult you could be trying. But you can definitely see 
progression once you’ve been going for a while, especially 
if you do it a few times a week.’ 

CLIMBING KEEPS ME IN GOOD 
SHAPE AND STOPS ME GETTING 

‘TATTOOIST’S GUT’ FROM SITTING 
AROUND ALL DAY TATTOOING
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The other advantage to climbing is that it’s a form of 
exercise requiring little in the way of financial invest-
ment to start with. ‘Some comfy clothes are all you need 
because you can hire shoes at most local climbing walls,’ 
Gibbo points out. ‘The only other thing, then, would be 
chalk and a chalk bag, but, again, I’m sure you could hire 

them for your first few sessions.’
In fact, Gibbo has no reservations at all about recom-

mending climbing to anyone. ‘Just go for it,’ he says and 
you could do worse than listen to the man. After all, it 
isn’t just tattooists who need to worry about tattooist’s 
gut, right? �

IT WASN’T UNTIL I STARTED 
CLIMBING OUTSIDE THAT I 
REALISED INDOOR CLIMBING WAS 
MORE OR LESS TRAINING FOR THE 
REAL THING
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What’s it like working as a tattoo apprentice in the UK 
today? Beccy Rimmer chats to one and finds out.

Twenty-four-year-old Shaun Williams is just a 
normal (his words, not mine) lad from Wales. 
His interests in all things creative sparked 
from a young age, but that’s not to say his ar-

tistic journey was without challenges. 
After school, he declined the o�er to study further at a 

top art college: “I decided it wasn't for me, I was doing it 
because I thought it was what I was meant to do, what I 
was being told to do.” 

Since landing his apprenticeship at Nebula Tattoo in 
South Wales (under his mentor, tattoo artist and studio 
owner William Jones) Shaun’s been creating his own 
path, and carving out his own tattooing identity. 

In the pages of magazines, we often focus on the big 
boys – the tattooists who have been nailing this art-form 
for years and who are well established in the industry. But 
what about the rising stars of tomorrow? Those who, like 
Shaun, are discovered their own unique pathway into this 
creative career. Let’s give space to those voices, let’s share 
their journey.

I put Shaun under the spotlight in the form of 10 quick 
questions. This is the inside of his brain…  

MOST REWARDING MOMENT SO FAR.
Rewards – a recent memorial tattoo for a client who, to 
thank us, had made a marble table with the shops logo la-
sered into it, it's incredible. The tattoo was small, nothing 
great, but it shows that even the small tattoos are just as 
important as the big ones. It's acts of kindness like this 
that make the job amazing.

THE
NEVER ENDING

STORY

EVEN THE SMALL TATTOOS 
ARE JUST AS IMPORTANT AS 
THE BIG ONES. IT'S ACTS OF 
KINDNESS LIKE THIS THAT 
MAKE THE JOB AMAZING.
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WHEN DO YOU STOP BEING AN ‘APPRENTICE’? 
Honestly, I don't know. I have a lot to learn, and things 
are always changing. Just as you think you've got it, eve-
rything falls to pieces and it's like learning to tattoo all 
over again. 

I think people expect there to be some sort of gradua-
tion from an apprenticeship, a passing of machines from 
sensei to student. As magical as that sounds, I think it will 
most likely just be a sudden realisation in years to come!

WHAT’S IT LIKE WORKING FOR WILLIAM? 
He is a best friend, a brother, a father, a peer… and last, a 
boss. He treats me as an equal and doesn’t let the title of 
‘apprentice’ diminish my worth. He's kept me grounded 
at all times and we both feed o� each other's ambition. 

We basically spend way too much time together, clients 
call us a couple, we bicker every day, and… I’m waiting for 

the proposal. William, if you’re reading… yes! I'd like a 
white horse-drawn carriage and you’ll have to wear the 
dress. White isn't my colour. 

WOULD YOU SAY THE BEST ROUTE INTO TATTOOING 
IS VIA ART?
Yes, more so now than ever before. Great artists have 
worked incredibly hard over the past few years to really 
develop the industry standard. The notion that anyone 
can tattoo is no longer applicable – to be able to work to-
wards a basic standard, you need a good understanding 
and ability for art and design. I strongly believe that if 
you want to be a tattoo apprentice, and you have a good 
knowledge and skill for art and design, it really will be half 
the battle.

WHAT DO YOU THINK OF THE UK’S TATTOO INDUSTRY?
It's bigger and better than I could have ever imagined, and 
it's not all just ‘metal heads’ and ‘skaters’ – ha!  The scope 

T H E  N E V E R  E N D I N G  S T O R Y

GREAT ARTISTS HAVE WORKED 
INCREDIBLY HARD OVER THE PAST 
FEW YEARS TO REALLY DEVELOP 
THE INDUSTRY STANDARD
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for development is incredible and I was overwhelmed 
with how diverse the industry is: tattooing, machine-
making, merchandise, publications, teaching, seminars, 
the possibilities are endless. 

Also, when I personally strive to develop and challenge 
myself, the industry supports that. Once I find my stride, 
travel and guest spots is something I'd love to participate 

in, meeting new artists and being able to watch them 
work and learn from them is key for self development.

WHAT ARE YOUR AMBITIONS FOR THE FUTURE?
The prospect of opening my own studio is something I 
think about, as I suppose any artist does. But I really love 
working at Nebula and the opportunities I've had with 
the shop so far have been amazing. Both William and I 
have similar views and prospects – with us both wanting 
to head in a similar direction, without any limitations, I 
see no real need to change that. 

I'm only starting out and I have no clue what possibilities 
there are ahead. I'm just hungry to learn and open to any 
opportunities come my way. Things are exciting right now. 

DESCRIBE A TYPICAL DAY.
Well, Co�ee, first! 

Then… I am really busy at the moment and tattooing 
almost every day, but at the shop nobody is above anyone, 
so I still mop the floor, make teas and take bookings, just 
like anyone else at the shop. 

What may be di�erent is, with my tattooing, review of 
my work is a continuous ongoing process. With skin, it's 
something new every day, new problems or challenges, so 
whether it's me asking questions or William critiquing me 

THE SCOPE FOR DEVELOPMENT 
IS INCREDIBLE AND I WAS 
OVERWHELMED WITH HOW 
DIVERSE THE INDUSTRY IS

THE SCOPE FOR DEVELOPMENT 
IS INCREDIBLE AND I WAS 
OVERWHELMED WITH HOW 
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Shaun Williams
Nebula Tattoo
Burry Port, South Wales

 @davidshaun

at the end of the day, I'm subject to observation. 
This is something we should maybe all be aware 
of no matter how long we’ve been tattooing.

WHERE DO YOU GET INSPIRATION?
There's no real blueprint to how I do things, it's 
quite an organic process, although I put a heavy 
emphasis on research. A client may be booked 
three months ahead but I'm thinking and re-
searching towards it from the day they book in. 
I guess it's quite a comfort for me know exactly 
what I'm doing. There's less likely to be any sur-
prises spring up on me. Being an apprentice I 
like the order and structure. 

Sometimes inspiration comes from the most 
unlikely of sorts. Nature always has it right – the 
colour combinations that birds, amphibians and 

reptiles posses, or even the planets, are always 
good to use as colour schemes for work. Science. 

BIGGEST THING YOU’VE LEARNT 
ABOUT YOURSELF.
I am much more of a people person than I may 
have thought! We truly have amazing clients at 
the shop, most of which I now consider close 
friends. I'm probably more sensitive than I'd like 
to think, I let things bother me too much at times 
and overthink the simplest of things. I think that's 
something that most creative people can relate 
to, I think it comes part of being conscientious. 

BIGGEST THING YOU’VE LEARNT ABOUT 
TATTOOING.
Not necessarily to do with tattooing, for me it’s 
been the client communication, and the busi-
ness… when to bend, when to stand strong. 

Truthfully, we never stop learning – it's a 
long, twisted road to becoming great, with an 
unlikely end to it. Just keep your head down, 
keep your station clean, stay humble and be 
ready to learn at every opportunity. As the boss 
says “you've only touched the tip”. �

T H E  N E V E R  E N D I N G  S T O R Y

I'M ONLY STARTING OUT 
AND I HAVE NO CLUE WHAT 
POSSIBILITIES THERE ARE AHEAD. 
I'M JUST HUNGRY TO LEARN AND 
OPEN TO ANY OPPORTUNITIES 
COME MY WAY.

Shaun Williams
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It was during a Google Chat session with the boss man that the question 
first arose: How does an artist’s taste in music impact their tattooing? 

As the idea for a story on that very subject began slithering around in my 
mind, I headed back to the real world and, admittedly, almost forgot about 
it. Until I bumped into one of my favourite artists in the middle of a sold out 

concert crowd a few weeks later. Sometimes, things just work out…
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You see, in addition to being a great 
fine artist and expert tattooer 
specialising in watercolour, 
Montreal-based JF Biron is 

a diehard collector of vinyl records, as 
well as a musician. As soon as I spotted 
him, I knew he’d be the perfect person 
to help in my quest for answers, so we 
jumped right into it.

“I have played music for the last 20 
years—I almost went to the Berklee Col-
lege of Music in Boston—and it has been a 
quintessential part of my everyday life,” starts 
Biron. “I don’t create art without music having some 
role in it. I’ll find the music for my mood and let it infuse 
my imagination like water infuses tea.”

More often than not, that infusion comes from Biron’s 
extensive collection of vintage vinyl records. “For the same 
reason that I do art with a brush and paint, I listen to mu-
sic on vinyls,” he explains. “I like the physical act of delving 
into the art. I like the physicality of vinyl records and the 

imperfectness of the warm clicks and pops of vi-
nyl. It has character and soul—it’s alive.”

“Music is language that speaks through 
sound,” he declares. “Much like we feel 

something deep inside when looking 
at a piece of art, whether positive or 
negative, when listening to music, you 
can close your eyes and sail away into 

imagination. I love it!”
“The first vinyl I ever bought was U2’s 

‘The Joshua Tree’,” recalls Biron. “I have 
soooo many that I love and are special to 

me, but if I had to pick three, then I’d go with a 
first pressing of Screamin’ Jay Hawkins’ ‘I Put a Spell on 

You/Little Demon’ from 1956 on Okeh Records before it 
was bought out by Epic Records two years later.”

“The second is definitely a pristine first pressing of Jimi 
Hendrix’s ‘Are You Experienced’ on Track Records before 
Polydor bought the rights and commercialised it. The 
American version didn’t have the song ‘Red House’ on it!”

“Lastly, oh man, that’s a tough call!” he laughs. “I have 

PLAY THAT

FUNKY
MUSIC
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a Nina Simone vinyl that has a beautifully 
haunting version of ‘Cotton Eyed Joe’. It 
gives me shivers every time I put it on.”

And it’s not just at home that Biron lets 
music play a major role in shaping his mood 
and inspiring his creativity. When he steps 
into his tattoo studio, which is aptly named 
Ink Your Soul, “the first thing I do is turn on 
the stereo.” Unfortunately, you won’t find 
any of his prized vinyls at the shop, but there 
is a very good reason for that. “There’s too 
much handling necessary for a tattoo shop,” 
he says. “I usually go for playlists, so no one 
has to get up and change it too often.” 

“Currently, I have three that I really enjoy: 
Foo Fighters radio, Rihanna radio and ‘90s 

one-hit wonders! God, I can’t get enough of 
those!” laughs Biron. “The ‘90s stu¡ always 
gets laughs and clients that are old enough to 
remember the songs have tons of stories. It’s 
never a dull day with that station!”

A NEW CHAPTER
Since the last time I interviewed Biron back 
in 2014, he has experienced some pretty 
monumental events in his life. The first be-
ing the birth of his baby girl and, not that far 
behind on the achievement scale, the grand 
opening of his very own tattoo studio.
“It’s been a crazy road, but I needed to break 
free and also wanted to travel and discover 
new places and artists,” he says. “I also felt 
stagnant artistically and had to move on in 
order to reach that next part of my career. 
Man, was it stressful!”

“I had a private studio that had no store-
front for eight months and I was leaving for 

I DON’T CREATE ART WITHOUT 
MUSIC HAVING SOME ROLE IN 
IT. I’LL FIND THE MUSIC FOR 
MY MOOD AND LET IT INFUSE 
MY IMAGINATION LIKE WATER 
INFUSES TEA

P L A Y  T H A T  F U N K Y  M U S I C

JF Biron On… His Tattoo Style
The style of art that I do is 
what comes organically, no 
matter what medium I’m 
working in. When I migrated 
towards tattoos, it was only 
natural to translate my 
art from paper to skin.
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a full month to travel. I decided to give up the 
place instead of paying rent for nothing and 
it was snapped up right away, which was ac-
tually a relief. I knew that once I came back I 
wanted to have a commercial space.”

However, “finding that perfect second home 
turned out to be very difficult, as I’m very 
picky,” admits Biron. “I knew what I wanted 
and was very hard-headed about it! But once I 
found it, the rest was quick. I had a great team 
of people helping me, so the legal stu¡ wasn’t 
as painful as it could have been. I don’t think 
there is ever a right time. It happened and it 
was scary, but I couldn’t be happier.”

As smooth as the legal logistics may have 
been, becoming a shop owner didn’t come 

without its fair share of obstacles. The big-
gest being “finding people you are ready to 
put your name on to represent you. I was 
picky on the location and I’m just as picky 
about who works here,” says Biron candidly. 
“I am very fortunate that I don’t need peo-
ple in those chairs right away, so I have the 
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JF Biron On… Finding Success 
TV has had a big part in pushing 
the idea of the easy rock star 
life since it’s all about the glam. 
But for those looking to level up 
all the time, looking to better 
themselves artistically, it [has 
to be] nose to the grindstone

luxury of choosing the cream of the crop,” 
he adds, looking at the bright side. “I’m still 
searching and I will find those artists with 
patience and time!”

The experience has also taught Biron some 
invaluable lessons. “I learned that I can build 
stuff!” he laughs. “I built the front counter 

and it looks sick!” And as far as perks go, well, 
“the perks are quite astounding when you 
take the time to observe them. You get to be 
you, both artistically and business-wise. You 
become the master of your destiny, which 
means you are the only one to blame if it 
isn’t going the way you want. But at the same 
time, you aren’t bound by the ideologies and 
constraints of others. I don’t deal well with 
authority—don’t we all?!—and I think I am a 
better artist and customer service represent-
ative for being my own boss.”

Embracing both sides of the coin, so to 
speak, Biron decided to fuse his fine arts 
background with his passion for tattooing 
and designed Ink Your Soul to be part gal-

THERE’S TOO MUCH HANDLING 
NECESSARY FOR A TATTOO SHOP. 
I USUALLY GO FOR PLAYLISTS, 
SO NO ONE HAS TO GET UP AND 
CHANGE IT TOO OFTEN

P L A Y  T H A T  F U N K Y  M U S I C
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JF Biron On… What’s Next
The world, chico! [laughs] But 
seriously, traveling to lots of 
conventions. I want to do more 
guest spots in 2017 and growing 
the art gallery is one of my top 
priorities, after my family!

lery, part tattoo shop. In addition to pumping 
out ace tattoos, Biron plans to use the space 
to “exhibit art from the tattoo community, 
both in the form of solo shows and themed 
art shows. I want to break social stereotypes 
and show that tattoos are a medium and art 
is our passion. That we express ourselves in 
all forms of art.”

“I hope people who come in feel welcomed 
and surprised that Ink Your Soul isn’t what 
they thought it was, in a good way. I tried to 
create a very positive and happy environ-
ment. Without them, I wouldn’t get to do 
the best job in the world, so each person that 
comes in gets treated with that mindset.”

SHOPS AND SOUNDS
When he’s not tattooing, hunting for rare 
vinyls—“One that I am really looking to find 
is a first pressing of Etta James’ ‘At Last!’ on 
Argo Records from 1961”—or rocking out to 
the likes of Green Day, Jimi Hendrix, Nir-

vana and Foo Fighters, Biron can be found 
geeking out over guitars and the occasional 
vintage arcade game.

“I have an original mini Pac-Man game 
from 1980 that looks like a tiny arcade,” he 
says, inciting immediate jealousy. “It still 
works and it’s super cool. It’s at the shop and 
it’s ridiculously annoying, but you can’t NOT 
love it!”

Other prized possession include “a Gib-
son Memphis ES-335 in satin black, a white 
Guild S-100 Polara and a 1970s Japan-made 
Excetro, an unknown brand that sounds bet-
ter than most guitars I’ve played. I play them 
all out of a 1969 Fender Bandmaster with a 
matching 4x12 cab. All still factory, including 
the tubes. I geek out on this stu¡ easily, so I’ll 
try not to go on too much,” he jokes.

It’s not hard to see that music has played a 
major role in Biron’s life and that it continues 
to have a real impact on his artistic path and 
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Ink Your Soul
7537 Saint-Hubert Street 
Montreal, QC, Canada 
www.InkYourSoul.com

career. So much so that he’s immortalised it in 
ink. “I have a tattoo with a phrase from ‘Pat-
terns’ by Band of Skulls. I love the lyrics and 
the music, plus the same phrase refers back to 
a story by Neil Gaiman that I truly love, so it 
was a no-brainer that the tattoo incorporate 
a little bit of both. The phrase is: ‘Seven for 
the secrets that are never to be told’. I have it 
tattooed in a banner around a magpie. In the 

story, they’re the thieves of secrets.”
Before parting ways, Biron can’t help but 

throw in a shout-out to his equally inspir-
ing hometown. “If you think you’ve seen 
good tattoos or good shows—you haven’t!” 
he gushes. “Montreal is such a hub for eve-
rything amazing and the tattoo scene is not 
spared. The bar is set f ’n high. I feel very 
blessed to be a part of such an amazing com-
munity and this city in general—just don’t 
consider the tra§c!” ¨

I HOPE PEOPLE WHO COME 
IN FEEL WELCOMED AND 
SURPRISED THAT INK YOUR SOUL 
ISN’T WHAT THEY THOUGHT IT 
WAS, IN A GOOD WAY. I ALSO FELT 
STAGNANT ARTISTICALLY AND HAD 
TO MOVE ON IN ORDER TO REACH 
THAT NEXT PART OF MY CAREER

P L A Y  T H A T  F U N K Y  M U S I C

Ink Your Soul

career. So much so that he’s immortalised it in 
ink. “I have a tattoo with a phrase from ‘Pat
terns’ by Band of Skulls. I love the lyrics and 
the music, plus the same phrase refers back to 
a story by Neil Gaiman that I truly love, so it 
was a no-brainer that the tattoo incorporate 
a little bit of both. The phrase is: ‘Seven for 
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The Transformative Tattoo

“Usually, when people are sad, they don’t do anything. They just cry over 
their condition. But when they get angry, they bring about a change.”

Malcolm X: Malcolm X Speaks
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One of my most vivid first memories I have is 
based in the emotion of anger. In my memory, 
I am sitting at the edge of my mother’s bed, 
her lifeless body hanging over the side, an arm 

hanging over next to me. I am clenched in fear, having just 
shook her body, attempting to wake her up from what I 
didn’t realise at the time was a self inflicted attempt at 
an ending of her pain. I remember frantically dialling 
the numbers for the only phone number I knew - my best 
friend Scott. 

As he answers, what should be a childlike conversation 
between two six year olds begins with me saying, “Scott, 
my Mom won’t wake up, what do I do?” He quickly hand-
ed the phone over to his babysitter, and she walked me 
through calling the police. From there everything speeds 
up in my mind. Like a scene in a movie, I sit in the centre 
of the room while the world quickly moves around me. 
Paramedics come in, taking her body, and eventually re-
viving her. In a room full of chaos, I found myself alone 
and angry.

Starting at a young age, anger became part of my every-
day life. My home life, and the isolation it created, caused 
me to internalise this feeling, hold it deep inside, causing 
it to fuse with my being. I can recall the outbursts that 
would erupt once it boiled over, ending in my screaming 
at a parent to be heard or seen. That pain caused me to 
not only internalise my anger, but to couple it with over-

 S K I N  D E E P  M A G A Z I N E  •  3 9

whelming guilt over my actions, actions that I believed 
were the reason I found myself alone. This cycle contin-
ued until I was fortunate to get involved in punk rock and 
hardcore music, these movements helped give my anger a 
voice, a direction, a purpose. I can clearly remember rid-

IN MY MEMORY, I AM SITTING AT 
THE EDGE OF MY MOTHER’S BED, 
HER LIFELESS BODY HANGING 
OVER THE SIDE, AN ARM HANGING 
OVER NEXT TO ME
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ing in a van my friend’s mother was driving, and hearing Black 
Flag for the first time at the age of 12. The lyrics to ‘Rise Above’ 
becoming engrained into my brain.

From that time I subscribed to the belief heard so often of 
‘your anger is a gift’, hoping that this idea could be a way to use 
this powerful emotion that consumed so much of my being, and 
try to create something positive out of it. Something had to come 
out of this feeling that grew for so long…

From the moment I first met Robert Waldrup, I felt we had a 

kindred spirit. Robert has a passion in his voice, a 
way of speaking that is almost song like, causing 
you to want to listen and be inspired by his words, 
which I immediately was. Our upbringing was 
similar, marred by divorce and isolation. Robert 
had an intense relationship with anger, one that 
I knew so well. Robert used this emotion to begin 
researching and working towards the ideals of so-
cial justice. We bonded on the history of the Black 
Panther Party, resistance movements through 

history, and the ideas of standing up for the op-
pressed cultures and peoples whose voices could 
not be heard. The radical movements of the 1960’s 
had a quote that was consistently repeated, ‘If you 
aren’t angry then you aren’t paying attention.’ 

In the years since my first vivid memory of an-
ger, I have learned the power anger carries, and the 
ability it can have to isolate the carrier. In Robert 

STARTING AT A YOUNG AGE, ANGER 
BECAME PART OF MY EVERYDAY LIFE. 
MY HOME LIFE, AND THE ISOLATION 
IT CREATED, CAUSED ME TO 
INTERNALISE THIS FEELING, HOLD IT 
DEEP INSIDE, CAUSING IT TO FUSE 
WITH MY BEING
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ROBERT USED THIS EMOTION TO BEGIN RESEARCHING 
AND WORKING TOWARDS THE IDEALS OF SOCIAL JUSTICE
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I found a brotherhood, an encouragement, and bond in 
an emotion marred with pain. The power Robert com-
mands from his anger, the way he can redirect it and use 
it for social justice is inspiring, and most importantly for 
myself, it reminds me that I will never be that alone child 
trembling in fear next to a lifeless body.

Robert explains this relationship, it’s complications, 
and its ties to the tattoos he wears that we have created 
together for so many years now. 

Robert:
“I don’t often recall my dreams, but one dream in particu-
lar recurs more than any other. The setting and location 
varies, but the overall theme remains the same. There I 
am, a grown ass man, being talked to like a child, by none 
other than my own mother. And there I am: silent, ver-
bally paralysed, helpless, powerless, searching for the 
words to assert myself as a full grown human being. A 
fully grown human being entitled to experience the full 
range of human emotions; happiness, fear, sadness, joy, 
anger. Unfortunately for me, my daily existence is con-
sumed by anger. 

“James Baldwin once powerfully remarked, “To be a 
Negro in this country and to be relatively conscious is 
to be in a rage almost all of the time.” And certainly, as a 
black male, an attorney, and a military member, I grapple 
everyday with incontrovertible truths that fuel my anger: 
that black folks are roughly 13% of the American popula-
tion but comprise nearly 50% of the prison population; 
that the law school I graduated from is located in a city 
that is 60% black, but somehow managed to construct 
my graduating class with a mere 5% of black students; 
that roughly 70% of black children, including myself, 
are raised without fathers; that I have routinely been the 
sole black o�cer in my unit over the last eight years; that 
my name is one bad police encounter from becoming a 
hashtag; that a majority of people I encounter on a daily 
basis, white or black, couldn’t care less. But at the end of 
the day, my anger stems first and foremost from my rela-
tionship with my mother.

“My parents divorced when I was six, and the responsi-
bility for my upbringing, nurturing, and emotional devel-
opment was entrusted to my mother. To me, she was all I 
had. To her, I was an inconvenience. Undoubtedly, my fa-

ther’s substance abuse—and my parents’ shared culpabil-
ity for domestic abuse—motivated my mother to “live her 
life,” finally freed from the throes of her tumultuous mar-
riage, even over the tearful lamentations of her only child. 
But these tearful lamentations resonated not with her, as 
she annoyedly referred to me as “a thorn in her side.” Too 
young to process the import of these words, I just cried. 
Unable to find the words to express how her physical 
abuse and emotional neglect made me feel, I just cried. 

“But when the tears yielded nothing from her but fur-
ther embarrassment and humiliation, my tears turned to 
silent anger. I grew older, and the anger turned to numb-
ness. I grew older still, and with age came reflection, and 
with reflection, more anger. Anger over the fact that this 
woman could actually fix her mouth to call me a thorn 
in her side. Anger over her unscrupulous promiscuity 
that she flaunted in my face. Anger over the realisation 
that the one thing I really wanted—an honest, heartfelt 
apology—I would never receive. But most importantly 
anger at myself, because years of receiving zero respect 

FOR THE LAST SEVEN YEARS, 
TATTOOS HAVE BEEN THE 
MEDIUM FOR ME TO MAKE AN 
ANGRY, UNAPOLOGETIC, AND 
PROVOCATIVE STATEMENT 
WITHOUT FEAR OF RIDICULE, 
DISPARAGEMENT, OR 
HUMILIATION
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for the expression of my feel-
ings robbed me of the courage 
to say what was really on my 
mind to just about anyone, 
about just about anything. 

“Everyday I struggle with 
the power of speech. My anger 
makes it di�cult for me to ex-
press discomfort, displeasure, 
or discontent with a mild tone 
and non-profane diction. And 
most often, realising that my 

default mode of expression—a raised voice or a 
profanity laced tirade—will not achieve the de-
sired result, I keep silent. But for the last seven 
years, tattoos have been the medium for me to 
make an angry, unapologetic, and provocative 
statement without fear of ridicule, disparage-
ment, or humiliation. To date, Sean and I have 
worked together on twenty-one projects, and I 
can say with conviction that all twenty-one ses-
sions have not only been creations of masterful 
works of art, but therapy sessions assisting me 
in finally finding my voice.

“The first piece we worked on was a portrait 
of Frida Kahlo. I wanted a portrait of Frida—
someone that knew the pain, heartbreak, and 

misfortunes of life like none other—to remind 
me that the ability to love and to speak pow-
erfully does not have to be destroyed, even if 
betrayal, disloyalty, and the misdeeds of oth-
ers befall us. Since that piece, Sean and I have 
completed portraits of Malcolm X, Huey New-
ton, Fred Hampton, and Che Guevara. These 
pieces have been a constant reminder to me 
of the importance of deliberate, impassioned, 
and bold speech. Moreover, in moments where 
I may have otherwise felt muted or dissuaded 
from expressing myself, they have emboldened 
me to speak my mind. My portraits are not only 
beautiful tattoos, but daily reminders that my 
thoughts, my emotions, and my words matter.

“A few nights ago, I had the dream again. This 
time however, I was not phased. My mother got 
angry, raised her voice, and ratcheted up her 
belittling of me, but only because she realised 
her vitriol did not bother me. She realised she 
was not talking to a child she could control and 
manipulate, but a full grown human being; ca-
pable of experiencing the full range of human 
emotions, and fully aware that those emotions 
mattered. I didn’t yell back at her, but respond-
ed only with the stoic confidence of a grown 
man, my tattoos fully visible.” §

T H E  S E R P E N T S  O F  B I E N V I L L E

MY PORTRAITS ARE NOT ONLY BEAUTIFUL TATTOOS, 
BUT DAILY REMINDERS THAT MY THOUGHTS, MY 
EMOTIONS, AND MY WORDS MATTER
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ALICE TOTEMICA • BALI RÉVAI • BARTOSZ GOGOLEWSKI
CHRIS MORRIS • DAVID MUSHANEY • HOLLIE MAY WALL

JOHNNIE GOSHLESKI • KOEN CHAMBERLAIN • LENKO
STEPH REED • TIM CHILDSIT'S EASY TO SUBSCRIBE!
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INSTAGRAM.COM/TOTEMICA
MRS.TOTEMICA@GMAIL.COMALICE TOTEMICA
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INSTAGRAM.COM/INKBYBALI
RBART784@GMAIL.COMBALI REVAI
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INSTAGRAM.COM/BG_TATTOOS
KING.BARTOSZ@GMAIL.COMBARTOSZ GOGOLEWSKI
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FRONTIERTATTOOPARLOUR.CO.UK
INSTAGRAM: @CHRISMORRISTATTOOSCHRIS MORRIS
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DMTATTOOS.COM
DMTATTOOS.COM/CONTACTDAVID MUSHANEY
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THEOLDSMITHYTATTOOPARLOUR@HOTMAIL.CO.UK
INSTAGRAM.COM/OLDSMITHYTATTOOHOLLIE MAY WALL
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JOHNNIEGTATTOOS@YAHOO.COM
INSTAGRAM.COM/GLASSHEARTTATTOOJOHNNIE GOSHLESKI
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KOENTATTOOS@HOTMAIL.CO.UK
GREYAREATATTOOS.COMKOEN CHAMBERLAIN
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ADDICTEDTATTOO.COM
LENKOTATTOOZ@ABV.BGLENKO
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CARPESOMNIUMART.COM
VIVAMORTATAXIDERMY@GMAIL.COMSTEPH REED
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INSTAGRAM: @TCHAVOCTATTOO
SOUTHSEATATTOOCO@GMAIL.COMTIM CHILDS
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If passion has to be fed, it also needs to be cultivated and 
shared. By publishing sketchbooks from talented artists, ed-
iting high quality prints, organising exhibitions (about Fu-
do-Myôô), Luke contributed to the tattoo world by bringing 

attention to some very talented people. It would need many more 
pages to tell the whole story. Hell, where do these people who have 
lived many lives come from? England actually, but we still man-
aged to get through some memories and take in some news from 
the Checker Demon cab…

AFTER 24 YEARS IN STUTTGART, HOW IS THE STUDIO DOING?
Long time… times flies, boom! The studio is fine, there are ups and 
downs like anywhere, but everybody has work to do. We’re lucky 
to have loyal customers, especially for bigger work. Over the years 
there’s been some changes, but the crew I have now is really dedicat-
ed, gets along well, you could call it a very pleasant atmosphere. This 

After so many years in the trade, you can 
talk about passion with Luke Atkinson 

until the cows come home. He jumped into 
tattooing when you were still a restless 

virgin and started travelling when you didn’t 
know what virgin meant. He hasn’t stopped 

since, working here and there, exploring 
the mysteries of the trade at the four

corners of the planet with the appetite of 
an ogre–well, at least of a 1.95m man–

until he came to a stop in Stuttgart
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checker-demon-tattoos.de   checkerdemontattoos/
checker-demon-press.org

SHOW 
ME HOW 
TO LIVE!
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year, it’s 10 years for Jens Schnettler and I think he´s one of 
the first guys that I taught totally from scratch. He’s built 
up his own style and interests, more a kind of traditional 
and Japanese mix. Great work, very attractive. And there’s 
this young guy, Leon, who finally got his foot in the door 
after 5 years, he’s going through a strong apprenticeship 
too. Very nice guy, he’s punctual, polite, and enthusiastic.

WHAT ARE THE THINGS YOU ARE PARTICULARLY ATTEN-
TIVE TO WITH THE PEOPLE WHO WORK WITH YOU?
If you show me a great passion, then I start to have time 
for you. If you think it’s just a cool job and you’re gonna 
be the cool guy who makes tattoos as an easy life, you’re 
knocking on the wrong door. The guys who work here, 
they really work hard, they showed me great potential 
and have grown amazingly. If the desire is there you can 
go far. I firmly believe, it’s a give and take game. It’s not 
just me giving, I get a lot in return too. It takes me back to 
where I come from, when I started, and had this passion, 
this hunger to learn. It’s like a big push to keep going. The 
journey is never over.

WHEN TATTOOERS TEND TO SPECIALISE THEMSELVES AT 
A VERY EARLY AGE, ONE THING YOU PARTICULARLY INSIST 
ON IS FOR A TATTOOER TO BE ABLE TO WORK IN EVERY 
STYLE. WHY?
For your own personal growth, I think it’s really good 
that you try everything and then you know what you 
really like. It’s extremely important for people to learn 
a little bit about the history of tattooing. The more you 
understand about it all over the world, the better it’ll 
be when you decide to specialise. Also, I think you have 
a better chance in this job if you are a people person, if 
you connect, can communicate and make customers feel 
comfortable, listen to what they have to say, this is very 
important. In this way you’ll be able to make something 
that they’ll live with happily, and not use the power that a 
tattoo artist has to just say, ‘Boom, it’s like this’.
You can teach people from your experience in the work 
you’ve done. You’re very vulnerable when somebody 
is hurting you and when you’re in pain, you’re open. All 
these barriers get broken down and people open up about 
all sorts of stu�. The position of the tattooer is actually in-

S H O W  M E  H O W  T O  L I V E
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credibly powerful. So to be able to make people feel good 
and be able to deal with this, it’s an absolute skill in itself.

YOU USED TO DRIVE A CHECKER CAB ALL AROUND 
STUTTGART IN THE PAST, A CITY DEDICATED TO THE CAR 
INDUSTRY, WILL IT EVER GET BACK ON THE ROAD?
I hope this summer. It’s been a long restoration. I drove 
this New York Checker Cab for more than 15 years, every 
day, and pretty much wrecked it. It got rusty. It still ran but 
it was di�cult to get the papers to keep it on the road, so I 
took it o�. I was looking for somebody to look after it but 
it’s very difficult to find someone. Finally, I made a step 
and met some people. When I was 7, Checker Cabs were 
everywhere in New York, so I would take them with my 
father on many occasions. It left a very deep impression, 
it’s always stuck with me. It’s my Roll Royce. All I can say, 
if you have dreams, never let go of them because one day 
they come true. Maybe my lifelong dream will also happen, 
one day to drive that cab around the world. I can imagine a 
photograph of the Checker with the Taj Mahal, somewhere 
in Japan, across Europe, in America… It will be great fun!

YOU WERE TALKING ABOUT THE TRAVEL YOU DID AT A 
VERY EARLY AGE IN NEW YORK, BEFORE MOVING FROM 
ENGLAND AT 15 TO GO AND LIVE IN COLOGNE, GERMANY, 
AND YOU’VE NEVER STOPPED SINCE. HOW DID THESE 
TRAVELS SHAPE THE TATTOOER YOU ARE TODAY?
I knew that I wanted to work with certain people, go visit 
them, get tattooed, and see what happened. Once you 
break this fear of going to a place and not knowing what’s 
going on, I think the world becomes your oyster. The 
more confident you are about it, the better it is. I can hon-
estly say that travelling alone is much better. Many more 
doors open, you are focused on what you want, and deal 
with your own experiences. When I started to really trav-
el seriously, I was fearless. At 20 years old, I moved from 
Europe to New-York with 1000 dollars in my pocket. ‘I’m 
going to live in New York!’ and everybody was like ‘Ok, see 
you in 2 weeks…’

I never came back. And then, one year later, I moved 
from America to Japan with the same amount of money 
in my pocket.

TATTOOING AND TRAVELLING, THEY FIT TOGETHER 
SO PERFECTLY…
Yes. Tattooing is a great tool because you can work any-
where you want – to survive, eat and pay your rent and move 
on to the next place. It wasn’t that common at this time for 
someone to walk into a shop and say ‘Here’s my portfolio, 
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have a look at it, can I have a job?’ I did that all the time, ‘I’m 
here, can I work?’. I never got turned down, nobody said no, 
I was extremely lucky and really learnt a lot with the artists 
that gave me the opportunity to work together.

YOU ARE ONE OF THE FIRST EUROPEAN TATTOOERS 
TO GO TO JAPAN IN THE LATE 1980´S WHERE YOU MET 
HORIYOSHI III IN YOKOHAMA, HOW DID IT HAPPEN?
I was writing to him when I was 17, we were kind of pen-
pals. I’d have never met him but I would send him pho-
tos of my work and a letter, and I got a letter back with 
photographs of his work. When you’re 17 years old and 
something like this happens, it changes your life. I wrote 
to him saying ‘I’m coming to Japan to visit you’ and he 
replies, ‘You’re welcome’, thinking, ‘No, he’s never gonna 
come’. But there I was! Ding-dong! I’ve been very fortu-
nate because I was so young, a lot of people that I went 

to visit were like a father figures. I was very fortunate to 
have such valuable meetings and get on with everybody 
so well.

YOU WERE VERY YOUNG, HOW DO YOU EXPLAIN THIS 
POSITIVE REACTION FROM OLD-TIMERS IN AN ERA WHEN 
TATTOOING WAS STILL A PRETTY CLOSED WORLD?
You had to prove yourself. They weren’t gonna give any 
secrets away without you proving your passion and inter-
est to learn. Passion opens doors, that I’m convinced of. 
And to me, these were people I could respectfully learn 
from. We’re talking about tattooing but there was the 
whole other spectrum of life experience that goes with it. 
So you’re travelling, going to eat with these people, trying 
new food, and if you’re open to all these things, if you open 
your mind and your palette for life, people like it. They see 
you’re making an e�ort, they see you want to learn how 

S H O W  M E  H O W  T O  L I V E
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they do things. It reaches everybody if you’re able to do 
that. It opens up doors in life that are normally shut.

FROM ALL THESE TRAVELS, IS THERE A SPECIFIC 
CHARACTER WHO REALLY STAND OUT?
Hanky Panky, probably the most. He did my first tattoo in 
Amsterdam, The Netherlands, when I was 15. The shop 
was in a seedy area, sex, drugs and rock’ n ’roll in the city 
of sin. I walked in, there were some Hell Angel’s there, 
I had a drawing with me and I asked him how much it 
would be. He said ‘250 guilders’. I thought ‘Fuck!’ I didn’t 
have enough money. I asked for only a part of it and got a 
15 minute tattoo from him, but it was the bite—I was go-
ing back to Amsterdam, bugging him all the time. ‘I want 
to learn tattooing’, getting kicked out of the shop. Two 
years after moving to Cologne, I started tattooing and 
returned to say I was tattooing, his words this time were 
‘Listen, fuck o� around the world, and then come and see 
me’. That’s exactly what I did. When I finally got back to 
Europe, I worked in his shop for 7 or 8 months. Great ex-
perience, another dream come true, a real street shop.

YOUR TRIP TO JAPAN WAS A BIG STEP IN YOUR CAREER, 
WHAT HAPPENED?
I spend a lot of time with Japanese tattooers and I was 
very interested in their approach. I’ve been very fortunate 
to sit and watch how they practice their art. Horiyoshi III, 
Horitoshi I, Horiwaka… altogether over 20 di�erent Japa-
nese tattooers. It was a real eye-opening experience to see 
people working on large scale tattoos every day and watch 
this image grow over time, it’s amazing. It was truly ‘I want 
to do that!’, but I wasn’t prepared in my younger years to 
even work out how I would approach something like that. 
So it’s kind of good that it didn’t happen then. Over time it 
has slowly grown and I understand much more now.

YOU ARE NOW MOSTLY CONCENTRATING ON JAPANESE 
TATTOOING?
Yeah, Japanese, Asian ideas. It’s a lot of fun to tattoo, it 
works well with the body and the images are kind of time-
less. I guess my approach is not to try and be 100% tra-
ditional—I don’t come from a traditional apprenticeship 
or a school as such – but it’s to give a good looking tattoo 
using these references and has also a little bit of my own 
view on how to do the background. I love the idea that 
there is a lot of black, giving depth in the background. It 
helps the images pop forward.

YOU HAVE A PICTURE OF FUDÔ MYÔ-Ô TATTOOED ON 
YOUR BACK, CAN YOU TELL US ABOUT THIS SPECIAL 
RELATIONSHIP YOU HAVE WITH THIS BUDDHIST DEITY?
I discovered it in my early 20s, when I was in Japan. They 
say in many cultures where they have many different 
kinds of these buddhist deities, certain ones speak to cer-
tain people. I can honestly say this one jumped out at me 
immediately. I was fascinated by it. I was always looking 
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where I could go to temples, see sculptures, or paintings. 
I got to see them as tattoos when visiting Horiyoshi III. It 
fuelled me no end. Fudô Myô-ô is the god of wisdom, a pro-
tective symbol, standing strong. He cuts through bullshit, 
confuses evil… about 10 years ago, I decided to put an ex-
hibition together with some friends, and colleagues that 
I thought would be interested, it turned out to be a great 
success, running for a few years every 6 months. It really 
put Fudô Myô-ô back on the world map and was great to 
see it become popular with tattooers all over the globe.

WHEN YOU TOOK OVER TOBY’S SHOP HERE IN STUTTGART, 
24 YEARS AGO, IT WAS WORKING AS A STREET SHOP. BUT 
THE IDEA OF CUSTOM TATTOOING WAS STILL PROGRESSING 
IN EUROPE AFTER ED HARDY’S BREAKTHROUGH IN THE 
70’S. HOW DID YOU JUMP ON THE TRAIN?
It was a really busy street shop when I arrived here. Sat-
urday morning there was like 20 people waiting outside. 
I would work sometimes 11 hours and I did this for about 
3 months working 6 days a week. I’ve worked for nearly 10 
years in the street shop way of doing things. It’s great for 

building up your techniques and understanding tattoo-
ing but the time came to try and swing things around and 
make it more challenging. I decided to concentrate on each 
customer and spend time with them working on more per-
sonal designs. This was 1992, most studios were walk-ins 
studios, so it took a year or so to get the idea out there, that 
this could work. So all the shop flash was taken down.

WAS IT DIFFICULT TO SETTLE DOWN?
It took me some time. It’s di�cult, I still get the urge to 
go o�. But now I have more responsibilities, kids, peo-
ple who work with me. Responsibility takes over. But it’s 
fun. I have many visitors coming to Stuttgart that want to 
learn something and I’m very happy to share my experi-
ences. If it helps people to see something new… great!

HOW DO YOU LOOK AT THE NEW GENERATIONS
OF TATTOOERS?
It’s a different approach. There are still tattooers that 
are passionate, want to learn, with the guts to travel, not 
be afraid, and to grow and build up their reputation. But 

S H O W  M E  H O W  T O  L I V E
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there are also very many that are stuck in more a business 
attitude and stuck in what´s fashionable. It’s a corporate 
industry now, there are so many tattoo shops, it’s more 
like you’re fighting to survive than actually learning to be 
feeding yourself with something to make you stronger 
and more powerful. There is an interesting story with 
this. There was a university teacher in America. At the 
end of the semester he asks his students, ‘What do you 
want to do now that you’ve finished studying?’ They an-
swer, ‘I’d like to be a musician, an artist, a writer, but you 
can never make any money at it. So I guess I’ll get a job 
where I make money.’ And he says: ‘That is completely 
wrong. If you concentrate in your life, on a passion, on 
something that you love, first of all you’ll never have to 
work again in your life because you do something you love 
to do. If you do it everyday, in the beginning for sure it’s 
harder times, but if you’re passionate in doing something 
every day, you’re gonna be good at it, you’re gonna grow, 
and then when you’re good at it and you start making 

some money then your life becomes more fruitful. There 
is nothing stronger or better in life of doing what you love 
to do’. I try to talk to young people about this.

TATTOOS SHOULD LAST, WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT 
STYLES LIKE THE DOTWORK, THE WATERCOLOUR STYLE?
No line work, not too much black shading? I think it will 
look weak. People don’t realise because they are bom-
barded with information of a fresh tattoo. Nobody talks 
about what it’s gonna look like in 5-10 years. People are 
going to learn the hard way. Tattoos fade over time, no 
matter what. I talk to people and tell them when they 
come in and ask for that kind of stu�. It’s part of the re-
sponsibility of the tattooer. I am very curious when I see 
tattoos over time and what happens to them.

DO YOU STILL GET TATTOOED?
Yes I do, nearly done now! If you’re passionate about it, 
then you get tattooed. ®
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Following recent travelogues on wandering the world whilst documenting 
tattoo culture, Cities of the Dead continues here (this is part three if you 

were asleep) with Sion Smith diving back into his journals to bring you his 
off-kilter observations on the world. This issue: the mighty New York City 

comes under the microscope, accompanied by work from Gene Coffey

The first time I went to New York was over 
twenty years ago. I won free flights for buying a 
Hoover vacuum cleaner that I didn’t need and 
promptly sold for ten pounds less than I had 

paid for it. Some of you might remember the controversy 
surrounding this promotion as thousands of tickets went 
unfulfilled but I got mine and that was all that mattered. 
I went with a friend on a great adventure that didn’t quite 
pan out how we thought it would—exactly how much of 
an adventure we thought we could have in New York with 
a combined financial support structure of less than £200 
I don’t know, but it was New York and we were going.

Passport control was incredible back then. As two guys 
who couldn’t have looked more like members of a band 
on a drug dealing holiday, we were geared and primed for 
the most royal dressing down at immigration. The guy be-
hind the desk didn’t even look up from the newspaper he 
was reading when he stamped us in and a couple of min-
utes later we were standing outside of JFK airport with 
The Promised Land at our feet.

Fast forward twenty years and we have all grown up 
a lot. Immigration is not similar at all. Even though the 
flight time was the same, the actual travelling time has 
doubled if you factor in the waiting at either end but 
times change and you roll with it. Eventually and perhaps 
predictably, I still find myself standing in the same place 
outside of JFK looking for a cab.

This time around, instead of booking into a hotel that 
was better suited to a murder scene of stupid tourists in 
a seedy cop show (in which said tourists moved furniture 
behind the door to give themselves a fighting chance), I 
find myself staying at The Hilton and am pleased to re-
port that it suits me very well indeed. There’s a di�erent 
kind of dead at play here.

After checking into my room, I fall back down to earth 
in an elevator that has no business dropping from the sky 
quite so fast and head to the bar. Not that I’m desperate 
for a drink but rather because it a�ords me one of the best 
lookouts of the busy-ness of the lobby.

There’s a woman sitting at the bar by herself doing 
much the same as I. She doesn’t look much like a writer 
though. Going by her appearance and demeanour, I sus-
pect she is that rarest of legendary creatures that reside 
only in America and is commonly known as a ‘Cougar’. 
She is far from the grave and very much alive. A man ar-
rives at the bar, stands next to her, orders himself a drink 
and in about as much time as it takes me to wonder if they 
are going to hook up, they’re gone. Maybe it’s a pre-ar-
ranged liaison. I stopped paying attention to people fall-
ing in and out of love and bed a long time ago. Whatever 
gets you through the night.

I need to hit the streets. The first time I was here, the 
Towers were still standing. The New York of today is 
vastly di�erent. Before this particular trip, I used to con-
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sider Soho in London the most changed place I knew of, 
but Manhattan feels even cleaner, safer and stripped of its 
character than that. It’s likely a good thing but once upon 
a time, finding what I’m looking for here would have been 
simple—today, it will require e�ort.

I spend the following morning with a breakfast of fruit 
in a brown paper bag on a bench in Central Park watching 
dog walkers and runners do their thing. There’s no longer 
any sign of The Warriors having been out to play. I lean 
back on the bench, light a cigarette and feel a million jog-
gers’ eyes upon me for this minuscule sin. The runners 
give me a wide berth, reluctant to come close to the sec-
ond-hand smoke and I come to realise that I am now all of 
The Warriors rolled into one. When the biggest concern 
about being in Central Park is a man smoking on a bench, 
you know you’ve done a good job on cleaning up the place.

Wandering until I can wander no more, I head over 

to Ground Zero. It’s a spooky place these days. So much 
taken for granted at one time and gone in the blink of an 
eye. The first time I was here, I don’t recall even noticing 
the Towers—I specifically remember choosing not to go 
up to the top of the Empire State Building because I had 
already seen the view from the top in Ferris Bueller’s Day 
O�—but the Towers didn’t register. Now, it’s hard not to 
notice where they once stood.

Pushing the experience up against the centuries old 
graveyards of Europe, I feel like I’ve arrived at the grand-
est anonymous cemetery of all. It’s moving yet clinical. 
The hush here is palpable but that clinical side of what is 
here appears to be an attempt to make as though it never 
happened. In two generations time, it will be a distant 
memory—a story told by ‘old people’ to youngsters who 
can’t register the enormity of the event because it didn’t 
happen on their watch.
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Maybe that was how things needed to be played to heal 
and move quickly forwards. It’s hard to say but I salute 
the place all the same. Everybody is somebody’s hero. 
Everybody is somebody’s daughter or son.

Either everybody counts or nobody counts right?
I meet up with a friend for the afternoon who shows me 

where Paul McCartney lives. McCartney is a generation 
before me and as already stated, his impact is lost on me. 
It’s just a house occupied by some guy who wrote some 
good songs. A nice house, but bricks and mortar all the 
same. I’m more interested in the people moving around 
outside of the house, so we move on to sit, eat a late lunch 
and comment upon the ants at work there instead.

It strikes me that once upon a time, everything used to 
happen here. New York was the place you needed to be 
to make things happen for yourself, and it still feels a lot 
like that, but the world is now plugged into the collec-
tive consciousness and the hold the city once had on the 
world is loose. Very loose. Now, people can sit at home all 
day anywhere in the world, do their work and only come 
here when it’s absolutely necessary. Perhaps that’s what’s 
made it so di�erent from my first visit.

I miss the New York I fell in love with. Coming back 
has not been dissimilar to bumping into an old girlfriend 
from twenty years ago and finding her to be somebody 
you not only think got old fast, but also one you have 

nothing in common with and can’t quite believe you fell 
so hard and so fast for.

•

Manhattan is so artificially lit up, the night appears to fall 
in stages and nobody cares, but as the real night muscles 
its way into Times Square, the darkness makes it possi-
ble to see all of the things that were hidden from me be-
fore and a fire lights up in my heart that the Manhattan 
I was looking for is still here, it’s just been hiding in the 
shadows. I come alive myself at the prospect of seeing her 
under the covers again and am not disappointed by what 
she has to o�er.

I wander o� the beaten track until I find myself in the 
Garment District, dozens of buildings dedicated to the 
manufacture of spandex in all its glory is a wonderful 
thing to see. I stop on a corner to smoke for a time. Smok-
ing is always a good way of looking like you’re doing some-
thing when you’re not really—it’s acceptable the whole 
world over.

Standing for too long can get you in all kinds of jams 
though.

A muscle-head pulls over in a car right in front of me 
and looks up and down the street—twice—before apprais-
ing me for the odds on me ripping o� his vehicle. I nod 
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politely at him.
“You waiting for Gina?” he says.
“No Sir. Just having a smoke.”
The fact that I am British throws him and his attitude 

for six. What could a British guy be doing standing out-
side of… what am I standing outside of?

An all-night massage parlour. Good choice.
“I think Gina is in though,” I venture.
“Thanks man. Have a good evening.”
It’s time to move along and I cross the road where I find 

a guy in a motorised wheelchair has grounded himself on 
the kerb while also trying to cross. He’s in a bad way and 
must rank highly in God’s top ten of forgotten people. He 
is, for all intents and purposes (and I say this with a kind 
heart) one of the most disgustingly dirty people I have 
ever come across. He is the Pig Pen of the human race.

“Can you help a brother out?” he repeats to nobody in par-
ticular. Over and over. “Can anybody help a brother out?”

The whole of Manhattan walks on by without a care in the 
world. Part of me wants to be disgusted and part of me to-
tally understands. How does a man fall so far o� the radar?

I walk around to the front of him and ask what he needs. 

He is so acclimatised to being ignored, fending for himself 
and not existing as a human being at all, that he doesn’t 
even look up at me.

“Grab the handles and push me slowly down. If you 
push too hard, I’ll fall out.”

“Sure.”
Around the back of the chair, I get why the world walks by.
The handles that stick out from the back are bound thick 

with duct tape and are equally as thick with the worst filth 
Manhattan has to o�er. I could walk away and be like eve-
rybody else and he wouldn’t even think twice about it, but 
I’m going to finish what I started—and yet, I can’t quite 
bring myself to touch the twin forks that will get him out 
of a hole. With the heels of my hands, I place as small a sur-
face area on them as I can manage and push. Nothing. I 
push a little harder, now touching with a lot more of my 
hands than I am happy with. The chair drops from strand-
ed to disappearing down the street at quite some speed.

No thanks necessary, he is gone about his evening.
I should have followed him because I’m curious to 

know if he is homeless or actually going home. I am in-
trigued as to where he lives and what squalor I would 
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find there. I want another cigarette but can’t quite bring 
myself to put my hands on anything that belongs to me 
anywhere near my mouth. I walk further down the street 
and find a store with the demeanour of a place that’s been 
robbed more times than not. I buy a bottle of water and 
a bar of cheap soap to wash my hands in the street. Back 
home, the whole world would stop and stare. Out here, 
those very same people just keep moving on. Places to go. 
People to see.

I let the hot air of the evening do the drying for me and 
even though I’m still a little reticent about the whole 
hands near the mouth thing, I light a cigarette anyway.

The whole world knows cigarettes kill everything with-
in twenty paces.

Back at The Hilton, I go straight up to my room and take 
a half hour shower but that kind of blood never comes o� 
your hands.

Now I really do need a drink. I find myself disappointed 
that there’s no sign of any Cougars in the jungle, sink a bour-
bon—because it’s what I think I should do and not because I 
want one—and go back upstairs to read my book next to the 
window that looks out over all of western civilisation.

•

The following day, I get up reasonably early and watch 
Miss Williams stroll up to centre court and without 
breaking much of a sweat, walk away a short time later 
with the Wimbledon plate. That will mess with your jet-

lagged head. It’s not even ten o’clock. Downstairs in the 
lobby, it could be any day at all. All days probably look the 
same down here. The faces can only change so much be-
fore all you ever register is those who are distinctly out 
of place.

I leave in the morning and I feel as though I have been 
here both ten minutes and a hundred years. The dead are 
well disguised among the living in Manhattan. The rich 
and the poor live side by side both relatively at ease and 
well versed in ignoring each other. There doesn’t seem 
to be a whole lot of in-between, but that’s The American 
Dream for you and it can turn into an All American Night-
mare before your very eyes.

Outside, a bald man carrying a few more pounds than 
he should idles up to me and asks if I have a joint he could 
buy from me.

“Just regular cigarettes I’m afraid.”
“Are you sure?”
Yes. I’m very sure but tell him he is quite welcome to 

have one of these if he wants. He declines and produces a 
joint from his own pocket.

“Are you in a band or something?”
“Not any more. Well, I might be. We never actually 

called it a day, it just kind of fell apart.”
“Sounds like my marriage. I left my wife back home in 

Toronto…” he trails o� making it sound like he used to 
love her but had to kill her and bury her somewhere in 
the yard. From the limited time I have spent with him, I 
am beginning to wish I was in Toronto with his wife too.
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“What brings you here?”
Cue a long diatribe about how he became a corporate 

lawyer and then an accountant when his company discov-
ered he wasn’t so good at being a corporate lawyer:

“…but I have seen Fleetwood Mac a few times.”
He asks me again if I am in a band or something, so I re-

peat myself and also tell him a lie that I did once play a 
show with Stevie Nicks to see what might happen. He’s not 
listening and it doesn’t register on his radar. Maybe it will 
tomorrow. All over the world, there are people working 
at careers they have no interest in—mostly for the love of 
money—simply because they forgot what it was they loved 
to do when they were young and had no responsibilities.

He is stoned immaculate. I leave him to it without say-
ing goodbye and head back inside to find the same wild 
animals hanging out at the bar, the same faceless people 
getting up to faceless nonsense that no doubt all seems 
very important to them but isn’t really. I make myself 
equally as faceless and sit at the bar with the others. I’ve 
drunk more on this trip than I normally do and it feels 
very comfortable. I make a note to myself not to make a 
habit out of it.

Shu¤ing the tumbler around on the bar in front of me, I 
take stock of the human race as a global people. Using the 

‘either everybody counts or nobody counts’ equation, I 
come to the conclusion that there is actually an answer to 
this and it’s very definitely ‘nobody counts’. Right at this 
moment in time, somebody died. They will be mourned 
by relatively few and the world will keep on turning—and 
in the time it took me to write that, more souls cashed in 
their chips. Some would have been good people, some not 
so much but being as my phone isn’t ringing, I don’t know 
who any of them are, thus, nobody counts.

Written down, that sounds harsh but it’s true. It doesn’t 
mean we shouldn’t be cool to each other. With a few cities 
down on my journey, I am beginning to understand how 
short a life can really be. When you’re not managing it 
or giving it enough attention, it is utterly pointless—and 
when something has so little point to it, that means eve-
rything can simply be as important as you want it to be.

I push the tumbler away and indicate to the barman 
that I do not want a refill. Drinking is not good for me. 
Smoking is not good for me either but at least it doesn’t 
confuse me like drink. Drinking seems to kick-in the 
over-thinker and that’s not a good place to be at all.

I sit on the bar-stool wondering why the wild animals 
are keeping a distance and rub away at something sticky 
on my hands. §
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Old habits die hard
Monika feels that the 
rules of architecture are 
still present in her work 
and she has learned to 
combine the organic 
and more organised 
characteristics found 
in technical drawing,
‘I still feel that I have 
this strict hand from the 
studies. Before I used 
to be very expressive 
and easy when it came 
to drawing and now I 
feel I am more rigid, but 
not in a bad way. Now I 
have a bit of both - I can 
be expressive when it 
comes to composition 
and elements, but then 
I really concentrate on 
proportion and detail.’

After scooping ‘Best International Female’ at Tattoo Jam, Monika Boo spent 
some time in the UK relaxing and visiting a wildlife park where she was especially 
excited by seeing the meerkats—go figure! Now back on home soil in Lithuania, 

Nicky Connor catches up with her to chat about her work, life and hobbies…

Firstly I chat with Mon-
ika about her life with-
out tattooing and what 
she thinks an alterna-

tive career may be:
“I would definitely try to be-

come an awesome chef. I love 
food and I love cooking, it’s my 
hobby, or I would work with ani-
mals, mostly at a shelter or some-
where where I could help the 
unlucky ones. But really I was always into tat-
toos as far as I can recall. I remember being 
a child and hanging around with my mum at 
the beach. I saw a heavily tattooed couple and 
was staring at them with my eyes wide open. 
My mom asked me if I liked how they looked 
and I could only nod with my mouth open.

“I loved drawing as far back as I can re-
member myself, I didn’t know how to write 
so I used to take my drawings to my mom 
and make her write the names. I found a big 
bunch of them in some old boxes and laughed 
myself to tears. I used to draw a lot at nights 
when I was a teenager, I always wanted to go 
to an art school, but my parents didn’t have 
the money.”

So when Monika started her academic stud-
ies, it was design of another kind that initially 

inspired her before tattooing.
“I spent almost a year learning 

academic drawing and studied 
architecture. The studies helped 
me a lot to develop my technical 
abilities and my sense for pro-
portion and composition. I used 
to hate abstract drawing and col-
our though. If you would see my 
work from Uni you would think I 
should have become a black and 

grey realist, but when I started tattooing, I 
understood that not everything that looks 
good on paper can be a beautiful tattoo. So 
I started to think only about the skin when 
designing a tattoo.”

And while studying at Uni, Monika started 
looking more into tattooing as a career choice.

“When I started to really look into this form 
of art, I was already an architecture student 
and working as a graphic designer. I couldn't 
see myself working in an office for the rest 
of my life. That's when I started drawing 
tattoo sketches and gathering my portfolio 
and sending it to some tattoo shops. Besides 
working my summers in a building materials 
store, I was working as a graphic designer for 
almost a year before I started tattooing. I was 
not good at architecture and not even descent 

NATURAL
SELECTION
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Work-Life Balance
Life outside the day job is 
pretty chilled with a close 
relationship with nature,
‘I usually meet my friends 
and we watch movies, play 
board games, cook comfort 
food or go partying. I go to 
alternative music concerts 
and festivals quite often, but 
whenever there is a possibility 
I go to the countryside. I love 
forests and fields and it’s the 
best recreation for me.’

at graphic design. I am really glad I had the 
courage to pick up on this path.’

And after some time and patience Monika 
got the reply she was waiting for”

“It was half a year until I got invited to one 
of the best studios in Vilnius—Angis Tattoo—
where I spent four years mastering my craft.”

It was a real spur of the moment decision 
that made her decide to make a brave life 
change and follow something that she was 
passionate about and as she recalls, was quite 
an out of character thing for her to do.

“One day, I was sitting in the office, and 
thought to myself, ‘I cannot do this for the 
rest of my life!’ The same day I got my ap-
prenticeship, I paused my studies and left my 
work to give all of my energy to learning this 
craft. I left everything behind and surprising-
ly, knowing what a coward I am, I had no fear 
doing so, because I could only feel determina-
tion and passion for what was waiting ahead.’

So after working at Angis for around four 
years and learning her trade, Monika decid-
ed she needed a new challenge and has again 
stepped out of her comfort zone and recently 
moved to a new shop still in her home town 
of Vilnius,

“I now work in a shop named True Tattoo 
Ltd in Vilnius, Lithuania. Although I also at-
tend European guest spots a few times a year, 
including in Black Sheep (Odense, Denmark) 
and Stigma Studios (London, UK) and some 
other locations. Still, Vilnius is my birth town 
and you will most likely find me in the True 
Tattoo shop. It's in the heart of the old town 
that occupies a cozy space in an old monas-
tery barracks.

“The studio itself is very spacious and 
bright and there a lot of talented artists 
working there that specialise mostly in 
blackwork, Japanese and traditional. That's 
why the studio is called True Tattoo—we try 
to do sustainable, bold tattoos that will stand 
the test of time.”

When deciding on a style for her work, again 
Monika wanted to challenge herself—I don’t 
think she likes doing things the easy way,

“I chose a style that was the hardest for me. 
My hands just couldn’t draw neo-traditional 
but I admired this style so much that I just 
had to master it. And I think I am still trying 
every day to make it better.

“When I started out, I wanted to do realism 
and I was pretty good at it but I felt like it's 

I loved drawing as far back as I can 
remember myself, I didn’t know how to 
write so I used to take my drawings to 
my mom and make her write the names.

N A T U R A L  S E L E C T I O N
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not enough for me, because I really loved to 
draw rather than to copy photography—don’t 
get me wrong, I love a well done, tasteful re-
alism piece, but I feel it's just not for me.

“Then I got carried away with dot-work, 
because it was easy to draw and tattoo and 
it was trendy, but it didn't make me happy. 
There was just no challenge and my designs 
had no soul to them—or at least that's how I 
felt about them.

“Yet parallel to these experiments, I was 
always trying to do neo-traditional and it 
was a struggle with every colour, and every 
blending and every line weight I had to do. 
For three years, every tattoo caused a battle 
in my mind. Now only a half of them do! The 
only way to develop my style was to draw day 
and night and tattoo all the time and I did. 
Now I feel that I am very close to achieving 
my goal.”

On the subject of inspiration, Monika says 
she draws it from both organic and fantasti-
cal sources:

“I have always drawn nature and people as 
long as I can remember. I used to draw a lot 
of ladies as a child and then I got fascinated 
with flora and fauna—mostly because I used 

to spend a lot of time outdoors and our family library was always full of 
books on nature and animals. I used to love biology classes at school and 
was interested in zoology, botany and other natural sciences. So I guess 
this is what influenced me to what I like to draw today.”

Theses early obsessions have been carried through in Monika’s 
work and you can really see an attention to detail that comes from 
years of studying and recreating a subject then adding your own crea-
tive spark.

“Nature and mysticism, night-time are mostly my inspirations, I love 
drawing animals, flowers and people with a little bit of dark twist. Mu-
sic helps a lot of course. If I draw a face, I want to capture some kind of 
emotion and usually it comes from the music I am listening to when I 
draw. I think when people look at my drawing they can see whether I 
drew it while listening to music or not.”

This deep influence from music can sometimes hinder the design pro-
cess and for this reason Monika sometimes has to work in silence.

“Sometimes if a client is very persistent with his own idea or a refer-
ence, I just draw in silence so that I will not get to carried away with 
my own vision, but if a client is open, I’ll put all of my imagination into 
a drawing and I think it shows.”

Artists from both the tattoo world and beyond spark her imagina-
tion, from the feelings and tones of classical art to the technical skill 
and precision of modern tattooing,

“Both tattooists and non-tattooists inspire me, but in different 
ways. Looking at the work of a great tattooist, I get inspired to get bet-
ter technically or use some of their elements in my own way, but non-
tattooist artists have a whole di�erent feeling. I love classical paint-
ings and I get inspiration from their moods, colours and dynamics.”

I ask how she has developed the way her work looks—are there ele-
ments that she tries to use again and again or particular themes or col-
ours that are the signature of her work? It is clear that in addition to a 
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I was always into tattoos as far as I can 
recall. I remember being a child and 
hanging around with my mum at the 
beach. I saw a heavily tattooed couple 
and was staring at them with my eyes 
wide open.

Contact:
Monika.butkut@gmail.com

 monikabooo
 monika.butkut

strong colour pallet and bold images, Monika 
wants her work to have depth and contrast,

“I really want to combine some objects 
with a realistic feel to them, together with 
some really flat objects to contrast and make 
some of the elements stand out. This is still 
what I am trying achieve in my style. Usually 
the main object depends on my client and 
the rest is up to me. I also have some favour-
ites when it comes to some the additional 
elements; I love flowers, leaves, pine cones, 
berries and everything natural, also ropes, 
drapes, jewellery. I don’t like using too many 
colours and I adore using earth tones. I am 
trying to get my palette to a minimum.”

When developing a design with a client, it 
is both a collaboration and an opportunity 
for Monika to do her thing:

“Most of the time, the client comes with an 
idea and we both make a little sketch, more 
like a scheme, so I can check if I got the idea 
right. Then the rest is up to me. If the client 
is not satisfied with the finished design, we 

just fix it together. I never send my designs to 
clients via the internet, I need to talk to them 
face to face and then I can easily understand 
them. Usually just by talking to a person, I 
can imagine a tattoo that would suit them.”

But as a talented artist, she also likes to 
work in a number of styles,

“In addition to my style, I also sometimes 
do blackwork and dotwork, but rarely upload 
it. I like doing it once in a while, but I try to 
represent my own style. I know it would get 
me more likes on social media and more cli-
ents to work with if I am more versatile, but 
there is nothing better than working with 
people who sincerely appreciate my own 
style and seeing a few likes from your idols.”

Finally I ask her what she wanted to be 
when she grew up…

“Well I wasn’t going to be an artist for sure! 
I changed my mind a lot, but most of the time 
I wanted to be an architect or a palaeontolo-
gist—Jurassic Park got me hooked on this 
idea for a long time!” ¡

N A T U R A L  S E L E C T I O N
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Life is a strange, unstoppable continuum of emotions and objects, experienced 
in dusty photographs, on scraps of paper, in unwanted gifts, in loving kisses, 

and heartbroken tears. A joyride of highs and lows, our vision collecting 
memories for us to consume and regurgitate. But what if we didn’t just look? 
What if we were to reach out and grab relentlessly at the stuff that forms our 
fantasies and nightmares? The things that seem so odd that it would be best 

to sometimes forget. Our collective interests in looking and sharing is not 
limited to endless selfies on Snapchat, or existential crises in status updates 

and blog posts. It exists. We exist. We have forgotten what it is truly like to 
hold, to touch, and to be in the present whilst looking back at the past
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www.thelasttuesdaysociety.org

‘The Last Tuesday So-
ciety’, based in the 
heart of London’s 
East End, attempts 

to counter our virtual realities. It 
exhibits the wonderful and ‘freak-
ish’, to ground our dissipated at-
tention to the here and now. Their 
manifesto is clear in this regard: 
‘The society is dedicated to sub-
verting life, the universe and eve-
rything, bored of the life and world it sees around, it seeks 
to create a new world filled with beauty, wonder and the im-
agination.’ Founded by The Chancellor Viktor Wynd, a mu-
seum was opened to the public, ‘The Viktor Wynd Museum 
of Curiosities, Fine Art & Natural History’, so that people 
could wonder and gaze upon oddities of the uncanny and 
unexplainable. Wynd has commented, ‘Where contem-

porary museology hides 90% of 
a collection, attempts to educate 
and explain, and to put the world 
into neat little labelled drawers 
dictated by an obscurantist elite 
establishment, this museum 
merely displays everything that 
has glittered and caught my eye. 
From rare priceless marvels of the 
natural and scientific worlds like 
Dodo Bones or speculum, to the 

intriguing beauty of McDonald's Happy Meal Toys, from 
old master etchings to prison inmates and mad women's 
doodles, occultists paintings and pop art prints, the horrors 
and wonders of nature, two headed kittens and living coral.’

His museum is a beautiful mess of intrigue and amaze-
ment; wandering through the space it is hard not to be af-
fected by the objects on show. From the macabre to the 

CURIOSITY
KILLS

Shrunken Heads
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kitsch, everything has a place. Objects are scat-
tered with what seems little regard to contex-
tual flow, but this does not matter, for new and 
exciting connections can be made between the 
contemporary and historic.

I made contact with Viktor Wynd to discuss 
his astounding museum and uncover a little 
bit more about the oddities hidden inside.
SK: What inspired you to open a museum 
of oddities?
VW: I wanted to create a home for the wraiths 
and strays of the world. To give love to the odd 
and the unloved, a home for the beautiful and 
the strange. Taking as my starting point the 
Cabinets of Wonders and Curiosities built up 
in the pre-enlightenment era by the likes of 
the Tradescants.

SK: When did you first realise that you had a 
fascination with the strange and wonderful?
VW: Such a fascination is inbuilt in all of us, 
show any child a worm or a fresh steaming 
poo and you see delight and glory. Most peo-
ple grow out of this phase in their lives–I nev-
er have and I don't want to. I am Peter Pan 
and The Comte de Saint-Germain.
SK: What is your personal favourite object in 
the museum? And why?
VW: You are my favourite object in the mu-
seum. You are beautiful. The museum exists 
merely as a frame to hold you and show you 
the world.  Sometimes all I do is steal your 
time, more often you bring me something.
SK: Why do you think so many people are in-
terested in the macabre? Is there a specific el-
ement of culture that creates this attraction?
VW: The dead are always with us, always 
have been with us, and always will be. Be-
fore the chicken, even before the egg, was 
a dead chicken. We are but a passing breath 
in a world of wonders, we spend more time, 
far more time dead than we do alive. To me to 

TO GIVE LOVE TO THE ODD AND 
THE UNLOVED, A HOME FOR THE 
BEAUTIFUL AND THE STRANGE

C U R I O S I T Y  K I L L S

The Devil Came on Sunday 

Celebrity Poo

Cabinet Dedicated to Dead People

Peter Blake Fat Boy from the Side Show Series assorted Dead things in bottles
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be surrounded by death is as normal as to be 
surrounded by life, they are two sides of the 
same coin. What is abnormal and abhorrent, 
obscene and disgusting are contemporary 
mores and practises regarding death, the san-
itisation of the sick, the hiding of the corpse. 
Death has become an unmentionable. But 
this won't last long; soon we will be back in an 
era where corpses are commonplace, which 
will make us contemplate our own mortality.
SK: Do you see an association with your col-
lection with the Victorian freak show and the 
display of abnormal bodies?
VW: The director of the Manchester museums 
recently called me a freak show. He meant it 
as an insult; I took it as a compliment. I have 
far too few freaks in my museum–I have a two 
headed lamb, kitten and calf. I have an 8-leg-
ged lamb and I have a two-headed baby. But I 
have nowhere near enough–I want more and 
I need more, and I will get more.
SK: How and in what ways do you think 
contemporary culture responds to the idea 
of the ‘freak’?

VW: I have no interest in contemporary cul-
ture, it can go fuck itself. I see nothing wrong 
in being attracted and interested in abnor-
malities. Why should they be hidden? Why 
can't they be celebrated and enjoyed? This is 
a leftover from Nazi ideas of eugenics and the 
creation of a master race, we all need to rec-
ognise that there is no such thing as perfect, 
and celebrate the diversity and beauty of life.
SK: What is the most terrifying object in your 
possession?
VW: I have some photos and medical notes–

SOON WE WILL BE BACK IN AN 
ERA WHERE CORPSES ARE 
COMMONPLACE, WHICH WILL 
MAKE US CONTEMPLATE OUR 
OWN MORTALITY

The Shrine to Sebastian Horsley

The Bird Cabinet

A collection of crustaceans
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including death certificates and X-rays of 
two headed and multiple limbed babies. 
It's very sad.
SK: Is there a piece in your collection too 
horrific to show to the general public?
VW: I have a black box with things I can't 
display, including a collection of Gary Glit-
ter memorabilia someone gave me–actually 
I threw that out yesterday and an employee 
jumped on it and took it home. Odd.
SK: Do you have any objects that relate to tat-
toos or tattooing ephemera?
VW: I am on the trail, I am close, and I can 

smell it, of some 19th century criminal tat-
toos–on skin, in jars. I long for them and I 
will get them.
SK: What object do you think is the strangest 
in the museum? How so?
VW: The mummified trigger finger of Pancho 
Villa the Mexican revolutionary. I don't want 
to think about how many people were killed 
with that finger.
SK: How does the idea of the ‘freak’ fit into 
wider discourses surrounding disability and 
the body?
VW: A freak is not a person missing an arm or 
a leg or with an extra toe or head, or someone 
who is very small or very large, or dressed 
all in black or all in pink or savagely scarred. 
These are all the most normal things in the 
world central to the human condition. A 
freak is someone who cannot accept the idea 
of a world with people unlike them in it. �

THE MUSEUM EXISTS MERELY 
AS A FRAME TO HOLD YOU AND 
SHOW YOU THE WORLD

C U R I O S I T Y  K I L L S

Cat Skulls

Wallaby Skeleton  Mervyn Peake Drawings 
in The Austin Osman Spare Room

Blood squeezed from a stone by Viktor Wynd

Wax model of a scabies miteInmates from Stephen Wrights House of Dreams MuseumMasks collected in The Congo by Viktor Wynd
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MANCHESTER INTERNATIONAL TATTOO SHOW
29-30 OCTOBER 2016

Back in Manchester for another show across the Halloween 
weekend and I’m in really in the mood for it. Will it bring everything 

I’ve come to expect? There’s only one way to find out…

In the short 48 hours since I left the show, 
I’ve heard, read and been told third hand 
just about every comment it’s possible to 
level at a show. The footfall was a little light 

being the main drag of it all but—and I’m telling 
it like it is here—when a country as small as ours 
has over 60 tattoo shows a year, you can hardly 
expect anything else. The UK is swamped with 
shows. Such is the price of the perceived popu-
larity of the industry at the moment that every-

body wants some—and I say ‘perceived popular-
ity’ based on seven unanswered emails sitting in 
my inbox from TV companies with new ideas of 
how to make a ‘new TV show’ featuring tattoos.

That’s kind of how it is out there, but—and 
this is a big but—that’s not to say the people who 
turn up at the shows (any show, not just this one) 
aren't putting out some interstellar work and for 
me that’s where everything has to stop. A week-
end of close on four hours of judging tattoos cre-
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M A N C H E S T E R  T A T T O O  S H O W

ated at the show, is not weak in any book.
The day you turn up at a show and artists aren't work-

ing, aren’t putting out great tattoos and are not excited to 
be a part of it… well, that’s the day you need to rethink the 
plan with a big stick.

It was no disaster by any stretch, but we’ve had busi-
er years and such is the price of success and playing the 
game—you take the highs with lows and put the same 
e�ort into all of them regardless. I’m going to park that 
train of thought up right there. Like I used to say when 
I wrote gig reviews… if you cared you would have been 
there—and plenty did, so let’s concentrate on those.

The show began for me before the venue had even fin-
ished setting up. I met Stefano Alcantara for dinner to 
smash our views of the tattoo world together—yeah, it’s 

hardly work but it is good (for both of us) to get a debrief 
on the places we couldn't get to. This year, he’s got a date 
with a beautiful piece he began last year. Also on hand 
were Bernd Muss and Jukan Unter Storm—two of my fa-
vourite artists in the world who never fail to deliver seri-
ously high quality when it comes to tattooing.

Thinking about it, I would venture that there was some-
thing like a 50/50 split between UK artists and those from 
overseas—which is as it should be for an international show, 
providing everybody with a chance to get tattooed in pretty 
much any style they wanted.

You know, there are some seriously good studios around 
at the moment. Going back a couple of years to when 
there were studios opening all over any town you would 
care to mention, we seem to have levelled out a little and 

ated at the show, is not weak in any book.
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the strong are surviving better than ever.
Crown of Thorns (Lee Cawley, Rose Price, 

Shaun Wainwright and Ash Boss) had a 
great set-up down near the stage area, their 
branding as a group and as individuals is a 
cut above the norm and as individuals and a 
collective, I can see them making some nice 
waves across the next year.

Meanwhile, Darren Wright (Lost Medusa) 
made a welcome return to the scene after 
spending some time concentrating on other 
things. For my money, he is one of the best 
black and grey artists we have in the UK. Un-
der-rated is a good phrase to use—it’s tough to 
be humble in the tattoo world when so many 

noisy people are undeserving of the attention 
they get. If black and grey is your thing, be 
sure to include him in your research.

I’ve likely said it before, but there’s so 
much talent in the UK, there really is no ex-
cuse for getting average work anymore—and 
nowhere is this more obvious than when 
you're sitting behind the judging table on 
stage with genuinely no idea who has created 
what… well, apart from those who work in a 
style that’s instantly recognisable.

Judging, as always, was a b.i.t.c.h. It never 
gets any easier. So much good work and so 
few winners is always hard on the soul. Sat-
urday, I teamed up with Sonny Mitchell and 

MANCHESTER 
INTERNATIONAL: 
RUNNERS-UP
RUNNER UP: COLOUR Sam 
Janbi—Apollo
RUNNER UP: AVANT GARDE 
Bertina Rens at Swallow Ink
RUNNER UP: HAND  
Pedro Mendonca at Grey Area
RUNNER UP: TRADITIONAL 
Gavin Dunbar at Body Art
RUNNER UP: BLACK & GREY 
Josh Eaves at This Mortal Coil
RUNNER UP: REALISM 
Sonny Mitchell at Black Lotus
RUNNER UP: ORIENTAL 
Sean Siamese XIII at 
Alan's Tattoo Studio
RUNNER UP BLACKWORK 
John Greaney at Relatively 
Painless Tattoo
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on the Sunday, with Paula Castle. I couldn’t 
get more diverse trains of thought to pair up 
with if I tried. You never stop learning that’s 
for sure but for the most part, I think we were 
more in agreement than disagreement—
which is unusual but does go to prove a point 
that good work will always rise to the top.

Kudos must be delivered in a hand-held 
basket to David Muyayo who put some seri-
ous work into the piece that won Best Real-
ism across the weekend. If the happiness of 
your client is anything to go by, it won before 
they even got on the stage. And for one who 
doesn’t normally like hand tattoos so much 
(I’m old school on that front and still think 

it should be the domain of tattooers only) in 
our new category, there was actually a lot to 
like—Rikki Baird’s winner stood out like a 
hand tattoo should. Personally, speaking, the 
wolf from Adam White that won the Black 
and Grey category also stuck in my mind. 
B&G is not my favourite genre out there—
perhaps things are changing. You never know 
around here.

Next stop for us? Tattoo Freeze—which, 
considering it’s in the middle of winter, in 
the middle of nowhere at a time of year when 
nobody usually has any money is always—
without fail—an absolute riot and never fails 
to deliver. Weird huh—but let’s get it on. �
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MANCHESTER 
INTERNATIONAL: 
WINNERS
BEST REALISM • BEST OF 
SUNDAY • BEST OF SHOW
David Muyayo at Muyayo Tattoo
BEST TRADITIONAL
Matty Friend at Sanctum
BEST HAND TATTOO
Rikki Baird at Retro Ink
BEST COLOUR
Chloe Aspey at Chapel 
Street Tattoo Studio
BEST BLACKWORK • 
BEST OF SATURDAY
Ash Boss at Crown of Thorns
BEST BLACK & GREY
Adam White at Alchemy Tattoo
BEST AVANT GARDE
Pedro Mendonca at Grey 
Area Custom Tattoo
BEST ORIENTAL
Colin Cooper at Church 
Street Tattoo

M A N C H E S T E R  T A T T O O  S H O W

BEST AVANT GARDE
Pedro Mendonca - Grey Area Custom Tattoo

BEST BLACK & GREY
Adam White - Alchemy Tattoo

BEST BLACKWORK & BEST OF SATURDAY
Ash Boss - Crown of Thorns

BEST ORIENTAL
Colin Cooper
Church Street Tattoo

BEST HAND Rikki Baird—Retro Ink

BEST COLOUR
Chloe Aspey

Chapel Street Tattoo Studio

BEST REALISM, BEST SUNDAY & BEST OF CONVENTION
David Muyayo - Muyayo Tattoo

BEST TRADITIONAL
Matty Friend
Sanctum

Church Street Tattoo

Cut out the 
section below

Stick this ‘subtle’ 
hint to your fridge

Wait for someone 
to buy it for you 
for ONLY £20! 

6 ISSUE SUBSCRIPTION ONLY £20!
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A N  E Y E  I S  U P O N  Y O U

The three grand traditions of the 
tattoo world, tribal, Japanese 
and western traditional (often re-
ferred to as old school) still domi-

nate albeit in their current interpretations 
and most of the newer trends utilise the well-
established techniques and characteristics of 
their forebears. Combining two disciplines, 
the black dots of tribal with the figurative 
imagery of Western, for example, is popular, 
as is adding a strong traditional element to 
a more experimental style, think bold black 
lines on water-colour inspired pieces. The 
great innovation of the tattoo Renaissance 
period—Realism—has seen continual gains 
in quality, as well as experimentations in 
various fine art inspired directions rang-
ing from exaggerated hyper real colours to 
broad, 'painterly' strokes.

However, with the benefit of almost three 
decades of cultural hindsight, one aspect of the 
revival movement stands out as most influen-
tial, the popularisation of large scale, planned 
out, multiple appointment tattoos. Appropri-
ated from the Japanese tradition of entire body 
suits, cut down into more accessible chunks 
and utilised by artists working in all styles. 
These large tattoos, most notably sleeves, 
opened the door to an explosion in the num-
bers of noticeably tattooed people everywhere.

Bodies began to fill in in blocks, with each 
piece filling a space like pieces of a jigsaw. 
One sleeve, two sleeves, a lower leg piece from 
knee to calf—only once all the major pieces 
had been slotted in did we notice the problem 
with this approach... some of the smaller puz-
zle pieces were missing, we were left with gaps.

Flicking through some of the earliest tat-
too anthology books, groundbreaking titles 
such as Bodies of Subversion and 1000 Tat-
toos, it is striking how di�erent the previous 
approach had been, especially amongst wom-
en. These books, published in the 80s and 90s 
contextualised the then contemporary tattoo 
scene by presenting it beside the history of 

PAULA HARDY KANGELOS
 DiamondBetty

Take a look at extensively tattooed people today and you'll see a myriad 
of work styles and placements, colour schemes and imagery…

NOT ALL SUITS ARE MADE TO MEASURE

tattooing worldwide. With benefit of hind-
sight it seems that the trajectory we have 
been following can be identified here and it's 
more or less a straight line from the 1950s to 
the present day. Take a look at the now iconic 
photographs of the original members of the 
innovative Bristol Tattoo Club, for example. 
The men, pretty much all of the men, have 
large chest pieces, some big enough to cover 
the entire torso. Most also have dotted pieces 
on their arms, but only a few have significant 
arm and hand tattoos comparative to today's 
collectors and enthusiasts. The women al-
most all have the kind of tattoos that were 
considered most suitable for 'ladies' for the 
next 30 years. Delicate flowers nestled into 
décolletage, petite swallows and flowers on 
ankles and upper arms, with racier panther 

BODIES BEGAN TO FILL IN 
IN BLOCKS, WITH EACH 
PIECE FILLING A SPACE LIKE 
PIECES OF A JIGSAW

Tim Childs
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C L A S S I F I E D S

Artist wanted Sacred Steel 
Tattoo. We are looking for a new 
tattoo artist to join our talented 
team. The right applicant must 
have a highly professional attitude, 
experience and a strong portfolio. 
If you are looking for a new studio 
get in touch on 0247 767 1150 or 
sacredsteeltattoo@gmail.com
 
The Tattooed Arms, Lincoln are 
looking for the right artist to join 
their busy team. Experienced artists 
only, to work 3/4 days a week (to be 
discussed). Guest artists would also 
be considered. Please contact us 
via www.TheTattooedArms.com or 
visit the shop to apply, must have a 
portfolio.
 
W e  a r e  l o o k i n g  f o r  a n 
experienced tattooist to join us 
here at Infinite Ink in Coventry. 
You must be ambitious and hard 
working as we are a very busy 
custom studio. You must have 
a good portfolio of your most 
recent work, including photos and 
drawings. Please contact Donna 
at infinite.ink@hotmail.co.uk. 
Facebook- https://m.facebook.
c o m / i n f i n i t e i n k c o v e n t r y . 
Instagram- infiniteink_coventry
 
New studio in Dumfries, Scotland 
area. I'm looking for someone 
to join me in my studio on a 
permanent basis. You must be an 
experienced Tattoo Artist. Full time/
Part Time hours are available. Must 
have a portfolio and be a good all-
rounder with excellent customer 
service skills. Please email me on 
rejuvenation115@gmail.com or 
call 07495 808 366 or business 
number 01848 331313. 
 
Artist Wanted: Black Lotus 
tattoo studio Liverpool  are 
looking for an artist to work in 
our busy established studio. 
Applicants must have experience 
and a strong portfolio, able to 
handle appointments and walk in 
clientele, and no drink, drug or ego 

problems. For more information 
please send us an email with 
some examples of your work and 
some info about yourself to black.
lotusta2@hotmail.co.uk
 
Tattoo Artist Wanted at Ritual 
Art Tattoo ,  Rainham, Kent. 
Applicants will be expected to 
have their own kit and a good 
tattoo portfolio with an individual 
style. You will be expected to 
begin tattooing immediately and 
work a 4 day week between 10:30-
18:00 Tuesday—Saturday. TO 
APPLY: send an email titled "PICK 
ME!" to info@ritualarttattoo.com
 
TAT T O O  A R T I S T  WA N T E D , 
WOLVERHAMPTON AREA.  Our 
busy, up and coming professional 
studio is looking for a full time 
tattoo artist to join the team! We 
are looking for committed and 
enthusiastic artists, ideally looking 
for a black and grey or realism 
specialist, but we will consider all 
applicants with strong portfolios. 
No Drink,  Drug or attitude 
problems. Send your portfolio to 
chris@cultofthesphynx.com
 
Space to rent for an experienced 
Body Piercer at Inkerrmans 
Tattoo Studio in Crystal Palace. 
Must be willing to do all the 
piercings that come into the 
studio, & have own Client base. 
Good opportunity to build your 
own business. Contact Steve 
- inkerrmans@hotmail.com - 
07851867578 
 
T h e  B l a c k  R a b b i t  Ta t t o o 
Collective - Artist Wanted: We 
are a well established & busy 
studio in Newbury, Berkshire. 
Attractive rates for good artists. If 
you are interested, please email: 
blackrabbitcollective@live.com 

Whether you’re looking for an additional artist for your studio, a house manager or are selling 
an established business lock, stock and two smoking barrels, these free streamlined classifieds 
ought to get the ball rolling. Send your needs to Jazz Publishing, 1 Marcher Court, Sealand Road, 
Chester CH1 6BS, or email them into: editor@skindeep.co.uk

All details correct at time of going to press. 
Adverts cannot be taken over the phone. 
Please include your full studio details even 
if they are not to accompany the wording.

and tiger designs reserved for the upper thighs, easily 
hidden under voluminous petticoats.

Tattoos made to be seen by few privileged eyes, rather than 
exist in the everyday, these little pieces are often modelled in 
the pictures by rather scantily clad owners. They appear like 
naughty little badges of sexual freedom in a still-prim world. 
Pamela Nash, the dark haired Marilyn Monroe look alike 
with the Japanese garden back piece is a notable exception 
to the tiny tats trend. Almost 20 years later, Rusty Skuse, 
army driver and daughter-in-law of tattoo club founder 
Les Skuse would become a Guinness 'most tattooed' record 
holder. Coverage of Rusty's proportions remained rare for 
some time and she held her record title for two decades.

Thanks to tattooers like Skuse and his American and 
Japanese counterparts, alongside a niche, passionate and 
well documented piercing and body mods subculture, tat-
tooing took o� on a new journey taking both male and fe-
male tattoo fans along for the ride. Charting the progress 
through these books, it's possible to witness women's tat-
toos growing significantly in size, at first largely hidden 
under clothes, retaining that naughty, fetishistic air, but 
eventually embracing sleeves and other large scale de-
signs, piecing them together as well as they could.

Of course, art moves in cyclical ways so the revival of the 
smaller one o� tattoo, 'the banger’, was always inevitable, 
but increasingly, tattoos that look like the one-every-pay-
day picked-off-the-studio-wall tattoos of the past, aren't 
bangers at all, but are planned, designed and sat for using 
the methodology of the large scale, one-entire piece tattoo. A 
practical solution but one innovated too late for many of us, 
now looking at the awkward cracks and gaps we have to fill. �

Next month: Gaps to fill of my very own.

Simon Wainwright

THE WOMEN ALMOST ALL HAVE 
THE KIND OF TATTOOS THAT WERE 
CONSIDERED MOST SUITABLE FOR 
'LADIES' FOR THE NEXT 30 YEARS
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W H E N  W O R L D S  C O L L I D E

So, I have more tattoos than I can 
count, but it’s taken me ten years 
to get my nose pierced. This 
month, I’m asking… why has it tak-

en me over a decade to get round to some-
thing so simple? 

It was actually watching a recent tattoo 
documentary that encouraged me to find the 
answer to this question… 

I’d never really fully engaged with the fact 
that tattooing is illegal in South Korea and 
this short film I watched explored why. I was 
left thinking, why would certain cultures 
ban, or glorify, a specific body modification? 

Be it tattooing and piercings, or cosmetic 
surgery, fake-tan, make-up and hair dye… 
nearly all of us find our own unique way to al-
ter our bodies. Sadly, some of those ways are 
frowned upon by others.

At a young age, I vaguely remember be-
ing told to ‘not pierce my face’ (these days, 
the warning is “don’t tattoo your face”). 
Either way, why was I being discouraged? 
The answer:

The majority of people want the outside 
world to adhere to their  own conception of 
what beauty is.

I began to re-evaluate what ‘beauty’ was – 
to me, and to those around me. Was I a true 
outward expression of myself ? Or subcon-
sciously do we always consider how we ma-
terialise in the eyes of those around us?

I decided that one concept for certain was 
crazy – that someone would have a strong 
negative viewpoint about how another com-
poses  themselves aesthetically. Whether 
you want to shave your hair o�, stretch your 
neck, tattoo your eyeballs or cover your face 
with material… it’s your own human right.

That’s the whole point. Those of us 
who do modify our bodies… we’re exploring 
who we are on the outside, and therefore on 
the inside, in an organic process that’s free 
from any outer rules or notions. 

That being said, beauty is in the eye of the be-
holder – that’s why we all find di�erent people 
attractive, and at the end of the day, everyone 
is entitled to their opinion. That doesn’t mean, 
however, that we aren’t all still beautiful.

I’ve barely touched the surface in divulg-
ing why I felt I couldn’t make this decision 
before, and truly how this new tiny bit of 
metal has changed how I feel about myself. 
For now, I’ll say…

When we can make a commitment to 
our bodies that’s free from any judgement… 
when we can truly seek out who we are in 
this world and subsequently find some sort 
of peace or happiness… that is true beauty. �

THOSE OF US WHO DO MODIFY OUR BODIES… 
WE’RE EXPLORING WHO WE ARE ON THE 
OUTSIDE, AND THEREFORE ON THE INSIDE

BECCY RIMMER
 BeccyRimmer

Beccy Rimmer has been pondering perceptions of beauty…

Lauren Hanson
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